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Flying Club state Board
Will Lose To Examine
Pay Plan
Soon
Flicks
Hying 20s, the campus aviation
.b. may have Friday Flicks now,
tint be for long.
At the end of this semester,
Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity, will gain full conthe weekly movies that
been tossed around by StuCouncil for the past three
sr Council finally made a
the motion before it
afternoon’s meeting.
of the 8-3-1 vote
tel
se to gate APO the Flicks at
end of the current semester.
Voting against the motion was
Sophomore Representative Don
McInnis who maintained that Flying 20s shoukl have the movies
because it was the club that saved
the Flicks from extinction this
summer.
IN BIND’

Is

Exec/ air. Siena:try Bob Coontz
turned the Flicks over to the
dyers’ club because he "was in a
bind and 1 could find only the
Hung 20s."
11,,wever, a misunderstanding
,,,corred. The club believed it
wiald have the movies for the
entire 1%341 school term. Apparently this was not the case
iLs the council wanted to keep the
money close tip the Associated
’lent 11,54
Tne original !mean to give AP’
the movies would have been effective at the end of this month
A eanipromiso of Nov. 20 was
.
-lid, but the final date of
s,f the. fall semester was

San Jose State professors trut
get three times as big a pay raisi
as instructors if the State College
Board of Trustees approves.
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke’s
tentative plan to raise full and associate professors’ salaries by 71a
per cent and to raise instructors
and assistant professors’ salaries
by 2!.it per cent was approved by
the state-wide Academic Senate
of the State college faculties by a
vote of 24-11 last week.
Although the State Legislature
alloted the State colleges $4.25
million last spring for a faculty
pay raise to be effective on Jan.
1, 1964, it made no provision on
how the money was to be split.
State College Trustee William
K. Coblentz explained that the
current full professors’ salaries are
far below national standards.
On the other hand, instructors’
salaries are about the same as
what is paid by comparable institutions in the east and midwest,
he continued.
Currently, new instructors re.
(VB.(’ a salary of $5,796 anti full
professors of maximum experience
are paid $13.020,

Pearson To Talk
Dre%t Pearson, eontrovershal
new.paper personality, will ;appear TiltstlaS at San Jose (itv
College at x ism. in the Men’s

Gs m.
Pearson, considered hs: his colleagues one of SS’ashingliat’s top
I feareportere %sill la the
tured

guest

of

the

Fall

11163

McInnis also stated, "The issue LenIng Axsemblv Series.
slacsn’t need a compromise." lie
commented that he wanted the,
Fiving 20. to have the Flicks he.
of the financial loss the
..1, ha. Mewled su, far this year.1
OBLIGATION
Winne was in favor of allots
the Flick.
remain with the
soon
lasiiiise of the coonThe president of San Jose’,
,. obligation
es has an
the organiza- Met ropolitan
three California officials, urgniter cipuncil members felt that ing them to restore and to presa. nua moral question to le. serve Tower Hall.
:essled la the council.
Formerly the Downtown Met-In othus la:salts,. the council chants Association, Met nip/do:in
:oohed to a progress report on Associates is headed by AI Limlisenteoming
it-it
beratos.
On the mins designed to build
Limberatos mailed copies of his
enthusiasm us the sale of a button letter last month to California
With a caricature of Sparyli and SO 0’ College Chancellor Glenn
an Arizona Sin IktVil.
The button S. Dumke; Hale Champion, diusild he sold on campus for 25 rector of the ’apartment of Ficent.
nance: and Alan Post, legislative
Ako the Iforneessming Parade is analyst.
’sang scheduled for 1 in the afterLimberatos called Tower Hall
Nam to allsm tor a greater student "a priceless asset both to CaliWI alumni -riondance. Thy, Cons- fornia and San Jose in the faus
’sson
v ill be at the IN- of the vast migration whieh
i;
Nov. 2 with the taking over scenic property at at,
1, chestra playing. alarming pace."

s
Businessman
Joins in Fight
To Save Tower

,
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WEEKLY FLYING FOOTBALL
CONTEST
GAMES FOR THE WEEKEND OF OCT. 4-5
Circle the expected winner and indicate
the probable score).
SJS
USC

vs.
vs.

Michigan
UCLA

Is

Washington
With. State

VS.

vs.
vs.
VS.

Utah State
Michigan State
Navy
Stanford
Iowa
Arizona U.

;niiies must be in the boxes in the Spartan
BY,t.tore and Spartan Daily office by Friday noon

A

NAMF
ADDRESS -NONE
a .11

members Of the SJS hoot, and student body, with the
.ln,ornbert Of the Spartan Dolly editorial and adyertitinq stallt Winner
;, 0570, hoe, found.trIp 11,10 oft Pacific Southwest Airlines between San Fran.
Oood anti) June Winnw yroi be notified by the WedneidaY
ewh

No. 12

WHY NOT EAT LUNCH ON SEVENTH

A Warning to U.S.

Agents’ Operations
Cuban Based Rojas
By 1.3)1t131....1 Isstps
isltaopliers that Om I oiled -.Lou- ...ill
IIS 11/11111111111-111 I- 1:11,111111 -11.111,.
Anilia--ailipr lip l.teal Britain.
1,11111111111-1
.11Orat Op.! I

hf
it. st.i..:11, Hot,. lormer

alba, lasts, is, nctrated
titrierslithit ladits \menu.’ and base !lane.’ Bad sis.s lido a
tiaut soul.’ explode at .IIIS W411114111. Ilt
111.1k1112

IN

111

hasubversess
1.,,t
Antei is a
the past Is. sears.
’flow can such a small rountrs
endanger the smuritts of such a
powerlul nation as the L.’ nit eil
41;iti-"" he asked.
the ansv,ter
utast strategs
silly outias
hy Lenin during the
Bolshevik isg.sslution. According to
the plan, the United States would’
be surrounded as Europe. Asia and
the rest of the world entered the
communs- .
Luba

’

EVERYONE’S DOING IT!Now that Seventh
Street is closed to autos and open to SJS students, why not eat lunch in the middle of the
street says Joan Richards (left) and Dorothea

’1".%t 111
’OMIT .

Morris, graduate students. The street will be
temporarily closed for four months while the
city conducts a traffic survey.
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Four Students
To Describe
Castro’s Cuba
Four visitors to the Cuban Communist dictatorship. including SJS
student Steve Drags, will relate
their experiences today in is panel
discussion at 3:30 p.m. in TH55.
!.-ir members of the group
’suit defied the State
I sis
regulatium- ,sgainst
5 (*.del are sp., ,5r..d by
TAS,’
an Acts..., Student

ipointed out Russia’s pas- .51111
ler in 19:39 and the post-a:sr pact: (*lam: .,
with the United States.
:se panel
The other membug
When the Communists realized are John ThuallaS,
City
that Castru would deefat Batista, College student; Aniths 5 Anton,
orders went out to parts members graduate student in philses,phy at
I’., support a:astro, he added.
Stanford; and lam P.:limns ereCastro diselaimed all Communist tore writing major at the Umverfill’f
tOITIOITOW.
The driver of the car -a man wit, ties, however. Rojas said that when sit). of California at Berkeley.
’Flail ii
utl John Chan- has served a prison term for rob- Castro entered Havana he was
Thomas was reportedly present
,Iler’s ’57 Plymouth.
bery was cited for speeding.
proclaimed a hero and received the at the investigations of the House
When leaving a party last SatThe all -points bulletin for the overwhelming support of Latin Committee on Un-American Acurday night. John found that his car-swipers and the car had not Ainerien
tivities in Washington of the "stu"My revolution is green as the dent" trip to Cuba.
The
States’ .i.parent ’ear was missing. Monday evening , been received by the Milpitas POThe appearance of the four stureadiness !,
wheat to Russia the San Jose Police Department lice Department at the time of palm tree.’’ Itoja.s quoted Castrut
as saying. As Castro’s government dents is in line with TASC’s policy
suganingly bears out William Man- informed him his ear was found the speeding violation.
No more was heard until Mon- beearne Communist. however, oh- of presenting speakers "to the left
del’s prediction that trade with the 1,500 miles away in Nebraska’
Four men had stolen John’s ear day night when John, a junior MINIMS compared his revolution to of the liberal Democrats’ tact ions "
communists will be forthcoming.
Mandel, in a talk at S.IS last Saturday night. but were stopped -rigs miring major, learned Ne- a watermelon, which is green outaus.k. said the U.S. ail’ be selling only minutes later for plishing thasha officers had arrested the -side and red inside.
OPPOSE CASTRO
of the car in the mid -west
sseicultural products to the Com- the speedometer up to 85 m.p.h.
per eant of the Cuban
munists in the future. It,. ;aided
Not only is John without a ear iseople are viu,lently opposed to
,’ Itsissia will in turn trade it’
now, but he doesn’t know when Castro, Rojas claimed, anti added
Hal goods with the U.S.
he will get it back. Nebra.ska po- that "if the preservation of Latin
Accolihng to reports issued yes.
lice may send the car back or Aineriea as part of the free world
tershis . the United States appears
John may Ise required to travel has any meaning, (’ash us, cannot
A delighltul literary prank
reads’ to
it. wheat ill the Reds
stay there."
we- the descript ion given Vladimir
east to pick it up.
IStlIgresSIOnal lead
Ile compared Castro to a pawn Nabokov’s "Pale Fire" by Dr.
What has he learned from the
ens. according tip a l’Pl repot
experience" It’s simple "When in a vast chess game and said Marion Richards at the first hook
yesterday. assured President Ken hurrying to a party, never lease that of all the Communist ex- talk of the semester sesterday.
rally that they would support
The Campus Voice, muffled [le keys in your ear’s ignition!" pendables, Ca.stro will be the first
In her re\ iew, Dr, Richards
wheat saies it Russia and its satIs, go.
pointed 011t !hal the author’s "peellites. The Demos drew the line Monday, hopes to return to camRojas said that Cuba’s ability culiar and wonderful kind ipf
however, at trade with Ned China. pus today.
Is, endanger its powerful neighbor memory and pen...plain" are CVISenate lamocratie Whip Ilubert
The controversial magazine’s
the north shouid act as a warn- dem in the book
11 Illimphrev of alinneatta pre- co-editors, Richard Ruhacher and
dig
Americans that Lenin’s polDr. Richards said Nabokov’s
dicted a White 1fouse decision Ernest Barry, vowed they would
’Mc irs is being advaneed.
:MI,
’book is a spool in which an editor
rti.
he selling the Voice again todaY ltl
major. recea el a Bay
annotates a poem, the last manuHumphrey said the consensus hunt of the cafeteria, after being
script of a gis.at saws and in the
among the Democratic leaders is told Monday that they couldn’t Issirict Ilasine Economics scholarship of $100.
constructs an autothographtha, the ..ssstill gu, through.
sell without a vendor’s license.
The award was made at the anthe
ical novel quite irrevalent
San Jose Police Chief Ray nual scholarship luncheon held at
Blackmore asked the sellers to laingshoremen’s Memional ANSI
A plot by Alfred Hitchcock,
F:arly in the book’s introducFoundation Awards lesive eampus Monday. Ruh:aches elation’s
View Room in San Fri :l- three top Ifollywood stars and set- tium it becomes apparent that the
and Barry later charged that the eisco Saturday.
tings in New York and Chicago supposedly eccentrics scholarly edI, ck sa a license was only it techMiss Stanley received the award. an the inermlients of tomorrow itor us quite mad.
musulity to get them off the dam- SItIti tlr, omoi
’some eco- night’s Friday Flick, "North by
The poet. John Francis Shade,
pus
mimics professor, INVallS1. of her Non t hwest."
has been assassinated and his last
grai,i
A
SI 1,1110
They said they would stage a high scholastic record, her particiTi, he shoes’s’ at 7 and 9:30 p.m work. an autobiographical poem
I is part;wristlet’ to the e’himi,
"sit in" in SJS F’res, John T. Wahl - pation in campus affairs and her ii TI 155, the film will be accom- it 909 lines somehow falls into
ment by the National Science
list’s office today if they met any prusrnise of professional ri i\ t Ii in panied by a cartoon. Admission. the hands of Professor Kimbote,
For nda t ion.
more resistance
-5 cents.
her major field,
the editor.
Which staff member will receive
The Voice is an off campus
Kimlate takes off for a remote
the grant is not known since philosophic, political magazine
area where he annotates the poem.
5-..u.ral hail applied for grants of published in San Jose but distri, However, the footnotes have
spprocimately the same amount. Isitugl um several college campuses.
Ott hing whatever to thu. with the
,sasading lu, Riehard Yoo. re- It was recently banned from the
poem. Instead they are all iibout
-. a reh coordinator.
to.
Stanford campus.
CASTRO’S PATROL BASE lilt 111 It 1.10111
editipr himself.
Ten California institutions re-1 The magazine has most recent Is
Kalil:ate goes so far as to state
HAVANA U1’1 , A "pirate ship" at t asses’ ails, dus r.
,
ceived NSF grants, which were heugt criticized for its use of sas
Itunber mill at Cape Gan. on the northeast coast of Oriente Pr
that the isx.m is really about himannounced by the office us’. Sen .,-ene language ii Orlf Id it.
early ’Tuesday, the government reported yesterday
t.
self but was ruined by the poet’s
Clair l’a IsAfter the attack boat "committed the crime." official sources ’wife. He dismisses all sections of
said, "It escapes’ to the north." a reference to the United State-,.
the poem concerning the poet’s
Cape Guilt Is in the Banes area of Oriente Province where the svife and child. whom he hated.
Castro regime has been building a naval base and cu,nstriating
Dr. Richards, assoamite profes, Soviet -type pate"! ,’raft.
sor of English, staled that NabAll members of the Society for
olso , who also wrote "Eolith," is,
KENNEDY CET!: VIET NAM lit.PoRT
tIt,’ Advancement of Management I
a large extent. a comic writer.
their
dues
by
pay
must
SAM
students
and
State
Sari .1..e
WASHINGT(nsil ’UPI t President Kennedy .usoorday received a
Dr. Richards ilescribead the In ,k
to
Stalely
acesualing
tomorrow,
sis.ond
faculty members get their
report. on the confused sittuditm in South Viet Nam from 1 afense ;IS ..flin and ingenious." hut shadechance at winning a mound -trip president Dave lialn1171.
Secretary Hobert S. McNamara and Gen. Maxwell It Taylor chair- ..114
eul11,a1 it will eser become a best
Business
Office,
Student
Affairs
airplane ticket I,) Los Angeles in
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
forms.
111,
has
the
nevessars
this wis.kend’s Spartan Daily Fly-1
They returned yesterday from a close-tip in.speetion of the front
Why^ Dr. Richards said this is
Mg Football Contest.
lines of the South Viet Nam guerrilla war to else the President due to the Soct ions in the hook
The student or faculty member
a frank appraisal of the situation.
Anyone who isn’t already allergic
coming the *losesh to insalicting
to poetry is undoubtedly allergic
sllORT
NIKITA CAUGHT
ON BREAD
the unite/ tine of the six games will
Graduate representative InJo footnotes." she commented.
win the ticket, valued at neatly ters:less has,. heen rechivtilled I
MOSCOW (UPI, Premier Nikita S. Khriishrhev frankly told the
Dr. Riehards’ review was the
$30.
the
extent
nation Tuesday atwait
of this year’s harvest failure. In it first in the current series of fall
for NIondo front 1:30-3:30
must
he
In
the
hoses
entries
All
assured his citizens they will have enough bread this winter if they hook talks. The lecture’s will
In Dm College Union. .5pplleain the Spartan Bookstore and tIons are still Mailable for do not waste it.
.120/4,
by
tooffice,
Spartan Daily
"If we spend las.ati thriftily," he said. -Ole available resources ihse.mld. einer)1heW""flinesdicultayY tr.ititfetler2’1:141,()
grail revs to the Student Counmorrow noon.
will be sufficient for the normal supply ol the population."
cil. There are I is piMit 11/n14 open.
Irooms A and B.

U.S. Prepared
To Sell Wheat
To Red Bosses

Party Goers, Beware

Nabokov Novel
Literary Prank,’
Reviewer Claims

’Voice’ Throttled,
Editors Flare:
’We Will Sit In’

Home Ec Major
Receives Award

Hitchcock ’Flick’
Set for Showing

Chem Dept. Grant

World Wire

Win A Round-Trip Friday Deadline
Ticket in Second For SAM Dues
Football Contest

Interviews Reset

SSPARTAN DAILY
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eanderingi
By DIANE MAUZY
Feature Editor
A new dimension of the Peace Corps, a National gerlice Corps,
Is under consideration in the House Committee on Education and
Labor presently. The President’s proposal for a "domestic" Peace
Corps has been passed by the Senate.
If the proposed legislation is approved, the National Service
Corps would serve within the boundaries of the United States
in somewhat the same as the overseas volunteers. A maximum of
5,000 corpsmen would be used, receiving $75 per month, plus living
and traveling expenses.
The program is designed to place selected men and women
at work for a limited time, on a voluntary basis, in various community projects aimed at improving standards of living. It should
be noted that the new program contains one of the primary considerations established by its predecessor. That is, the corpsmen
would be assigned only at the invitation of the local communities
and would not displace regular workers or fill positions that could
be handled by local workers.
Potential for success of the National Service Corps probably
exceeds that of the Peace Corps. No matter how much progress
is made in the various underdeveloped nations around the world,
nothing can be more important than raising health and education
standards at home. The proposed program is in answer to many
critics of the Peace Corps who assert that "domestic" revival is
needed for migrant workers, delinquents, aged and disabled and
in depressed and slum areas.
By the same token, however, the proposed program may have
a far greater problem recruiting qualified volunteers. Domestic
work lacks much of the romanticism, adventurism and idealism
of the overseas projects. "It is too close to home" as the saying
goes. The idea of working in slums or with illiterate workers or
with poverty-stricken elders seems too vivid.
On the other hand, the idea of perhaps saving a Thai rice
farmer from starvation and communism does more to stir the
imagination. This is an exaggeration to stress the point. I don’t
believe the Peace Corps olunteer has in any way reflected a
"change the world" image. But the volunteer doesn’t quite know
what to expect because it is out of his general sphere of experience.
So he has an "ideal."
Further, the overseas work carries a great deal of prestige
which the domestic project will have to earn.
All in all, the National Service Corps has a potential for good
unexcelled in history. It needs to get past the House of Representatives first. Then, with pride, hope and a willing people, the
project will rest on its laurels.

EXPERT
LUBRICATION
98c

Puritan Oil

all cars

6th & Keyes

’WHAT’S YOUR LINE?’
Unusual "What’s My Line?"
-eiests were a man who "blows
himself up" with dynamite at
fairs an da salesgirl of life inurance for chickens.

l’audiudiE

TOM

STORE FOR MEN
Downtown. San Jose
Since 1925

/
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ONE

DRIZZLER RAM JET breaks the cold and weight
barrier with the warmest, lightest protection
possible. Sensational Curon foam interlining
developed for space flight is quilted to the
lining. Guaranteed water-repellent for two years,
machine washable. Snugly knit trimmed. $19.95

Suspicions Mount -Sukarno Changes
Indonesia’s Face
By P1111. NE WSOM
l’Pl Foreign Ness’s Analyst
In hot and dusty Jakarta this
week the price of rice had
doubled over that of two
months ago.
In two years the east of living had tripled and a month’s
pay for the average Indonesian
could be expected to last less
than two weeks.
None of this seemed likely to
be of great concern to Indonesian President Sukarno who
long ago proved himself a man
of nine lives so far as Indonesians were concerned and who
early proved to himself that in
a world dedicated to peace, the
role of swashbuckler has many
advantages.
But both the price of rice and
Sukarno himself were of concern
to the United States.
SUSPICION MOUNTS
There was a mounting suspicion that Sukarno intended to
eliminate not only Dutch and
British influence from Southeast
Asia but U.S. influence as well.
As a ruler of a newly independent nation, Sukarno has enjoyed the best of three worlds.
In Indonesia he has been named
president for life. The Soviet
Union built his military machine
and the United States sustained
him economically.
"Without United States help,
the Indonesian economy wouldn’t
last five minutes," remarked a
British diplomat a few days ago.
TAKING OVER BUSINESS
In his mind were the fire blackened ruins of the British
Embassy and the British women
and children flown from Indonesia when Sukarno loosed rioters against British installations
in Jakarta as part of his confrontation against formerly British -held Malaysia.
In his mind also were the
British business houses taken
over by Sukarno on the claim
It was to prevent their seizure
by labor unions.
To the British it had the unpleasant ring of events leading
up to Indonesian take-over of
West New Guinea from the
Dutch.
Sukarno never has been a man
to permit logic to interfere with
rhetoric. And so it was not especially surprising that he denounced independent Malaysia as
a British neo-colonial plot to
surround 100 million Indonesians
with some 10 million Malaysians.
LUCK RUNNING OUT
It followed also then that
Sukarno should describe as a
"blessing in disguise" his action
in cutting off trade relations
with Malaysia which normally
takes about 27 per cent of all
I MI, mesian export..

KSJS LOG
KSJS College FM Radio
90.7 Mc 85 Watts
THURSDAY
4:15Sprten Show
4:30News
4:45Spartan Show
5:00Background
5:05Apertif
6:00Twilight Concert
7:00Portrait in Jazz
8:00News
8:15Accent on the Atom
HIGHLIGHTS
Background What is high energy
physics?
Twilight ConcertFella, Dance No.
2 (from Le Yids Brue); Foss,
Time/Cycle! Rachmaninoff, Rhap
sody on a theme of Paganini.

Plus
)/
Green
Stamps

Ii

Thrust and Parry
EDITOR’S NOTE: Thrust and Parry
letters, becus of space limitations,
will be limited to a maximum of 300
words, preferably typed end doublespaced. Listfrs
exceeding this
amount either will not be printed or
will be edited to conform to length
Th editor also reserves the right to
dit letters to conform to style and
good taste. Letters of personal attacks will not be printed. All letters
must include the writer’s signtur
and ASB number.

Professor Criticizes
’Ignorant Students’
Editor:
It is appalling to see that the
most ignorant students are also
the most active in student affairs, trying constantly to impose their biased opinions on
others. For any defense of any
form of discrimination is based
on prejudice, and prejudice is
impossible without ignorance- although those students seem to
regard it as the "Law of the
Land."
At least the intelligentsia
ought to grow up now to fulfill
the promises that have too long
remained empty slogans. If any
man is denied the opportunity
to strive for his ideals, then his
life is rendered worthless. No
one has the right to do such a
thing, and no law can protect
those who do it anyway.
People who defend stupidity
for the sake of order are worse
than the so-called Communists,
because these, thank heaven, no
longer dare go that far.
C. Borovski
Dept. of Foreign Languages

Preserve Tower Hall
SJS Student Urges
Editor:
Through the noise and rumble
of words like "Student Union,"
"only 3.6 million," and "graduated assessment scale," I hear
the faint voice of a student. A
student who has pride in his
school and remembers the finer
things of campus and also the
faux pas of planning. This insignificant figure on campus recalls an expensive new library
addition which soon became
known as "sway-back hall" (library central to freshmen). He
remembers this was a NEW
BUILDING which had to be repaired soon after it was built.
This student also remembers
an older inconspicuous building,
possessing some aesthetic attributes which was closed last
spring. This insignificant building that no one likes and few
know exists, was closed because
it was not earthquake-proof. It
was estimated that $700,000
could renovate this worthless
building (which houses the biggest auditorium on campus) and
make it safe and non -prone to
earthquakes. This price even includes saving the bell tower
which once housed a fraternity
and some birds.
It is these poor birds I am
concerned about. The SPCA has
expressed a grave concern for
their safety and emotional condition. It is a scientific fact that
pigeons are mentally despondent
when required to leave their bell
towers.
I ask you now, as fellow human beings and animal lovers
. . . vote NO on a $3.6 million
student union and help preserve Tower Hall. We owe this
much to the birds. Would you
let it be known that you, yes
you, made a pigeon emotionally
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OPEN
Monday
and Thursday
Evenings
Until 9
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See our complete line of McGregor
Jacket Styles for Sport and Campus ... 511.95 to $35.00
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let & San Salvador

"THE 11.1.P.’s"
"FOUR HITS AND A MISTER"
tA
B’ir

TOWN ECV 71433 THE ALAMEDA
"YOJIMBO"
"MARIE OCTOBRE"
Students 51.00

G AYcY4- 5544
400 S. Ist ST.
"WOMEN OF THE WORLD"
"PASSIONATE THIEF"
Student, Si 00

;Alt AT 0 GA
14502 BIG BASIN WAY
"THE ’L’ SHAPED ROOM"
Siudent,

$100

unstable because you did not
help save his home?
KANG1 SEA
ASH A-275

YR President Raps
’Voice’ Editor’s View

TROPICAIRE

"COME BLOW YOUR HORN"
"DONAVAN’S REEF"

Soiitil Screen
"55 DAYS AT PEKING"
"KING KONG VS. GODZILLA"
North Screen
"REACH PARTY"
"OPERATION BIKINI"
-SAD SACK

but I believe it is a must!
Maybe Paulson would go for
the idea of student donation,.
That way the ASB would prol),
ably raise enough money for a
real nice bungalow.
non lioftar, ASH 1735
Gar) Heals, ASH 1829
Dick torNit ASK MOM
Richard I,. Burton, ASH 1237
Jack Peterson, ASH 1693

general twhieh, contrary to popWar belief, are necessarily correct). Therefore, no value judgnormally accepted by society in
ment, other than that of radical
difference, can be implied.
The only way to really determine whether someone is
dangerous, incorrect or irrelevent, is to judge him on his own
merits in the free market place
of ideas, where he can get a
fair hearing, free from meaningless labels. Indeed the label
"extremist" serves only to cloud
the issue and is a sign of intellectual immaturity.
Ken McCort
ASH 615

Editi,r:
One thing about Richard Rubacher has always impressed me
- his unflinching courage in carww-Wirewevi
www-e-wwwwwwl
rying ideas to their logical conclusions. I think that if one
GIRLS
would analyze the leftist mind,
Keep in Shape
one could find no purer or
simply-stated starting point than
at the
Rubacher’s writings. Certain
San Jose Health Club
basic points relevant to the great
personal attention
social, economic, and political
and
conflicts of our times are raised
Student Challenges
in his letter of Sept. 27:
RESULTS
View
Union
College
1. Morality applies to someslenderizing
Editor:
thing called "society," but conor
The attitude of John Paulson
cerns Rubacher and his publicaweight
and his recent anti -College
tion not at all.
Union article in Spartan Daily
gaining
2. Freud, Dubois et al. are
a little more than childish
was
all
who
fail
I?)
while
thinkers
and selfish. His argument was,
to see the world as a chaotic
and I quote, "The increase in
synthesis of "repugnant ideas in
student fees before completion
repulsive language" are perpeof the union will require those
trators of "puerile claptrap."
students who graduate or leave
3. College students are tired
college after the fall of 1965
of standard college journalism,
and before completion of the
and therefore will not be nauseunion in 1967 or 1968 to pay
ated by "brutality and sordidfor services which they will
ness of reality (?!)."
never receive."
4. Life is base and obscene.
Maybe he would suggest food
Dare I suggest that there is
production for only his generaan objective world about us, and
tion. Who cares that the world
that we interpret it subjectively
population will inevitably double
on the basis of our own emoin the next 50 to 60 years. He
tional temperament? What kind
San Jose Health Club
won’t be here. What about taxes
of mind sees life as essentially
we and our parents pay for
413 E. Santa Clara St
base and obscene? Simple. A
schools we’ll never attend.
base and obscene mind.
CALL 295-9910
beI for one will graduate
Finally, I wish to thank Rufore the completion of the union,
bacher for presenting students
with such a clear view of the lele’l01,,,,,,,WWWIeloWe’We’We’VeWie/"Wet",
that
I hope
leftist position
they consider him seriously and
then decide whether they are
yet ready to discard the more
humane western tradition of a
positive idealism which longs not
for baseness or obscenity, but
which appeals to something more
noble in man’s many faceted
nature.
Richard L. Sutter
President, SeIS Voting Republicans
1884 W. San Carlos
CV 7-7417
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Guitar,t-Banjos-Lessons

RENT TO LEARN
BENNER MUSIC

Student Sets Forth
Extremism Definition
Editor:
For some time now we have
heard loud cries of warning from
the left concerning the dangers
of right wing extremism. In
recent months the right has
come back with a condemnation of left wing extremism.
The picture being presented is
that an extremist is somehow,
by necessity, someone who is insidious, dangerous and evil; or
that he is "some kind of a nut"
whose ideas are to be immediately dismissed LIS meaningless
and irrelevant.
Actually an extremist is no
more than someone whose beliefs differ radically from those
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YOUR lam& TREAT SERVED..
Soft Ice Cream

t

in a
devils food
CAKE CUP

in a
golden -baked
BREAD CUP

NEW! FUN! DELICIOUS!

TRY ONE NOW!
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C;t’ laftdo
Take a break
from your date
see a movie tonite
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YOU

EAT

CUP

’N ALL

Now Being Served at

Spartan Cafeteria

Right on Campus

Because You Love
To Wear Them

Heel and
Dcmi-toc

Tot

1.50

145

Seamless Sheer in wonderfully flattering nylons. Romantic
colors . . . South Pacific, Irresistible, Barely There, Shell
and Coffee Black in proportioned sizes. Short 81/2-10,
Medium 81/2-11, Long 91/2 to II.
Till 11,-111’ NICHT IS SIS NIGHT AT
III I NI
III R il 111 I1ASE W11.1, 111’..1.1) TO ESTABI
111-,1111’.
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Judiciary Attempts To See
Why Students Break Laws
SOLIDAV
Ws itllI
thi ASI: Judi -our Isaias,. Ii
mem.to simply appls
vary is not
nlsentences to Stlideld
,ngless
rather to get at the
but
fenders,
makes students
’,own of what
simple
and try to keep
laws
’teak
oecuring again."
from
.ifenies
was made by
This statement
Larry Ferrari.:
Justice
Chief
si-1
semester as he (tilt lrlier this
purpose.
Judiciary’s
the
which holds hear Judiciary,
The
misdeeds, tries to
15s lin student
student help himself"
the
help
review of the sit th
hregh careful
the student ...which
non in
unlawfully, let
410
to
ertipted
g to Ferrara.
judiciary thalt
-We’re inure of a
intention would be
’,girl whose
out penalties." he
?? solely pass

P3;

3

ca-.
After hearing the student’s
two faculty
five student and
the offooder
Owes try to help
what made him
id to find out
rtrmit the offense.
have heard
After the justices
determine 0 just
they
case,
he
the interest
natty a solution in
student,
lath the college and
sent in the
The decisitin is then
to Is.ati
mot a recommendation
Students Stanley C. Benz.
Pres John
lean lien/ and SJS
Wahlquist study the case and

I

d.

CIA Attends
tatewide Meet
Canto’ liii
The annual :-Student
rhers Association SI ’TA I lead1151
ap meeting was held I
Attending from San Jose Slat??
ere the ’Oral chapter’s of
rue Blanks, president; Dan
trinen,
et re,

vice

Pal

president;
and

treasurer;

Kathv

etcher. secretary.
Dr. Gertrude Corcoran, :is -ist ant
rotessor id education. went with
e intuit as SpOnsfir.
Al this meeting, Blanks presided
,hairman ol one of the dismiss
,:roups and Pat Leire was ap.??A chairman of the state-wide
riations committee.
’d least 250 other student lead and their sponsors came to
iingarne from all m or Calif?
to attend the

ri-Beta Excursion
anned for Weekend
mai preparations

;ed

have

Econ Department
Ends 15-Year Dry
Spell, Forms Club

Dr. Albert Miller, associate fle,e
lessor of meteorology, told the
Spartan Daily that the new mete1010gY roof station will be eimstructed as soon as the roof is repaired and necessary provisions
are made for persons to walk On
the roof in safety.
?.1:
ii
without an EcoThe weather st t ion will put
te,mics Department student or-

u this weekend at
ri!

Big Basin

...nods State Park.
Featuring it 10-mile guided tom
.ugh the redwood trees, the
:paut is open to all \sh,. are
ling to part with 52.

ILL
pus

1.50
1.65

antic

Shell
12-10,

}IT AT
:STAB.

will he
’The Master of Space
...sr) IndiV. at 2:30 p.m In T1155,
yin:sorer’ by Arnold Air Society
ram gatigo to nleaNnle 0Ie strutted, pending the
The flirn conceals the ileyell,p
’Valid it tallitsicti..e hillout iii an abandoned Niki
en, of Project Mercury, Pn,le,1
it i ipi i it ii in.
now privately own,
. nini, and Project Apollo. The
Dr Miller has reie
.1e..eltipment of the Saturn Parish.’
1..d.ated in I.:328 is the reeeivpitidoerit tor the vseather sta- research grant from the National is discussed, and the flight of
5?ionee F?tuntlat ion
Friendship 7 is documented.
I
it ineltirk.s it
.1,.
i us sal and rantrectirtlio, ..,
%and
selocitv
..nd bows
stishine, ii
a bans -ruler, and, of
I OY,
thernanwter.
toor,
i-,
tidetypi
Hair
o
()pen ’..a Cie1
..tuither

All students majoring tar minorin ecoomnies are invited tel
attend this month’s organizational
By Wednesday, eco,iirtivities.
II.,filles students are asked to fill
old membership cards available in
he department ollice, (11136. Stu?11.III, Willing to partiiipate in election id of ’,yrs Must till OUt cards
1,’, this ?bile,

liii-trs
will be elected at an
mi. 23 meeting. Club activities
al be discussed at both meetings.
possibility of forming an
utereollege Eisintimies Forum"
?olleges in the area will he

Engineers’ Rule’
Goes on Sale Oct. 14
The I.. -I fall edition of The
Ride produced by the F:ngineering
isi.ort at SJS, will go on sale
II.
in editor of The Rule,
N. run tn
has stated a policy change initiated
last sena...tel. will !mike the maga/itie ,1,10..iling. "not just to en but to all students in any major field."
ill this issue will in ’Pont Ms intl Pumps," hy Dr.
I, Williams, professor of
I
engineering: a look
.n a college education
\1.rtitoirs of an Engineer"
,neering a Playboy Apart’I he

.oi

Norther??

T;nting and Bl.....FJ,J,;n0

I
A
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liruno
ohm moteorological
.??..?i station will he cote
I Ii’
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ter with the formation of an Economics Club.

Space Project Film

Christy’s Beauty Salon

,a10,thle training
students.
The station is efillipped
. radiosonde. which takes
of the upper atmosphere tr. m? .r.
of balloons vele:*
It it
I .ne ti
Pose Up to 20 ui to kil0fnetiH10 to 15 miles in the atimoide ?
?
Also to he !Mired tio

ganization are ending this semes-

befit

.te and the wool is now "go
the annual canipout of Ti

SJS To Have Own Weatherman

IS.
i,lt .? ?MIT .et ea t I?
Itt.E11
??? .1
Stilt Jost. St ate will sottit 11.0.e ialit, t..I ii us ii
Pelt ill its own weatherman,
tan
a.
I1
’’The
later III,.
The new weatherman will not wealhe’ ".^IPiiitit’ii
la. concluded, "by atJudicitio
be without the necessary instru- :1214.
tempt b.c i show the student his ments and
Dr. Miller explmoed II ?.
equipment. Appearing
iniatakes, is trying to make him a soon on the rrtaf
of the Engineer- ’ PurPoses of the Pit"’
useful and more cooperative citi- ing Building will
be a metrolo- First, it has fi Situ iii 1.’ I
zen "
gical station to measure temper- in that it Providf-.
attire, humidity, wind, and solai research and ilata t
cal purposes. Seco’, I
radiation,

Discussion of the club eonstitu1 ion, nomination of eandidates for
’,thee, arid ilist.tission of President
LennirtIA’s posiposed tax cut are
heduifid tor the Thursday, Oct.
decision.
final
turn the
10, meeting. The meeting will he
very
a
is
misconduct
’Student
held in I’Aleteria Room A at 7 p.m.
con Inas thing because of its
Coln, will be served,

hib
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Engineering Addition

Careful Review

,
,
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Slacks any way you want ’em! Skinny
Belt-loop model or
or not s
cotton wash pants
continental
or supenur wools. We have a plum
perfet., plethora If styles & fabrics
y Frinstance:
& colors to

featured technical article
issue will be "X-ray Dif-

Management Club
Meets in Moulder
The -,IS Industrial Lela t ions and
!Alarne..,einiiit Club meets
l night at 7 in Nlotilder Hall’s
.? [nal lounge.
The elub’s tall semester officers
:me Bill James. president, Geary
Davis, vieespresident, Jim Johnson,
timasurer, and Jim Mealy, secre-

Tri.Reta is an honoratv him
..al organization.
Those students and faculty rnemrs who htive not yet signed up
r the top are asked to rtintact t:it’s.
’. Russell. iiteadent
President James invites all inTri-lieta.
Dr. kidiett II..--nr. adviser.
tioested students to attend,

just
think
of it. .
YOU can open a new
:loos/Atkins SUPER/CHARGE
With just a Reg. Card
and take months to pay!

Cotton twill belt loop Stemsslim &sharp. White Levis of bull Reverse twist wools,
denim.
belt loop or tab.
Belt loop model.
a campus favorite.

7.95

6.95

4.25

FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

ATKINS
First at Santa Clara

kL DEFECTIVE

At

state, your campus ret,irr,+,itives are:

Linda Irby, Cheryl Woodward, Dave Finn and Gary Brasfield

13.90

4RPARTAN

DAILY

SAY UNCLE
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’Hoot ’63’ Comes
To Si Saturday

’Mary Sunshine’
Opens Tomorrow
"Curtain going up I c Ii -rehearsal."
Such was the cry as drama
students scurried about the College Theater stage to prepare
for "Little Mary Sunshine." This
gentle spoof on musical comedy
will open the 1963-64 drama
season on campus tomorrow
night.
"Little Mary Sunshine." with
book, music, and lyrics by Rick
Besoyan, was produced this summer by the Drama Department.
Friday night’s revival of the
play has much of the same cast
of last July. The only new members are William Keeler as Yellow Feather and Larry Arzi,
David Kahn, Robert Franklin,
and Richard Dussell as U.S. Forest Rangers.
The production will also be
shown Saturday and Oct. 9-12.
Tickets are available at t he College Theater Box Ott . nth and
E San Vernal-el,

OH DEARPatricia Martin, starring as Little Mary Sunshine,
painfully looks on as fellow drama student William Keeler (Yellow Feather) fights with Wiliam Purkiss. This is one of the many
melodramatic scenes to be performed at tomorrow’s opening’
production of -Little Mary Sunshine."

-Hootenanny ’63," an evening
of folk music and audience participation, will be playing at the
Civic Auditorium Saturday night
at 8:30.
A rumor has been going
around campus that this "Hoot"
will be a television broadcast.
This is not true. The entire cast
will be in person at the Civic.
Coming directly from a sellout engagement in Carnegie
Hall, this group will provide
numbers including folk songs,
Bluegrass, and spirituals.
Unique in Hootenanny ’63, in
contrast to other folk programs
using the term Hootenanny, is
that all the performers engage
in sing-alongs with the audience.
The show opens and is climaxed
by the entire cast joining the
audience to sing some of the
all-time great folk song classics.
Tickets for this event are now
on sale at the San Jose Box
Office, CY 5-0888.

Movie Review
z;itt at San Carlos
D t,t 294 4200

’55 Days at Peking’
Now Showing in S.J.
Itv DI %NI.: SI ’.5 ’/5
theN -.aid, "For when she awakes the world
shall tremble." Bill at the turn of the twentieth century the
temptation for land -grabbing in China by over a dozen foreign
nations completely besieged the old motto.
Such is the setting for Samuel Bronston’s magnificent production, "55 Days at Peking," which opened in San Jose last week. The
fast-moving historical drama of the Boxer Rebellion features a cast
which includes Charlton Heston, Ave Gardner, David Niven and
a very respectable list of supporting players.
Unlike so many "spectaculars," Bronston uses the potential
of the historical occurrence to its fullest advantage. That is to say,
the film has a personal touch hut does not linger in the antagonizing exploitations of personalities. Backed by excellent photography, acting. props and script, the action surrounding the siege
of Peking dominates the film and the acting supports the theme,
instead of vier -versa.
Filmed in Spain, the movie required the building of a nearly
life-sized replica of the city of Peking. Authenticity was a keynote
and little cost was spared.
Charlton Heston is ideal as Major Matt Lewis of the United
States Marine Corps. In another gesture of his versatility, Heston
portrays a dedicated soldier and a man who, despite an aggressive
cover, finds it difficult to show his affections.
The two women in Ileston’s life are Ave Gardner and Lynne
Sue Moon. Heston, in his way, falls in love with AVH, the Baroness
Ivanoff. Simultaneously, Ileston is "adopted" by Lynne
Sue Moon who plays Teresa.
The Baroness Natalie is a beautiful woman whose past is
something less than saintly.
Half -Chinese and orphaned Teresa, the daughter of one of
Ileston’s fallen oft icers, decides that Major Lewis is her man. The
youngster’s sensitive acting and affable eyes find a way into the
audience’s heart. Lynne shares some of the film’s tenderest scenes
with Heston.
David Niven portrays the part of Sir Arthur Robertson, Ambassador from Great Britain. In his usual distinguished performance, Niven is cast as a career diplomat who is pushed into the
leadership of the foreign legations.
"55 Days at Peking" opens with a dramatic glimpse of the
walled "Forbidden City." As the cameras move in close, the audience hears the blare of assorted national hymns and sees the
raising of flags of the nations occupying the foreign compound as
they conduct their ceremonies simultaneously, A Chinese peasant
comments, "They play (littoral limes but they all say the same
thing We want China," and the theme is set.
From there a swift sequence of events lead to the siege against
the foreign legations and their small praetorian guard. The Boxer
iiprisings ’assents more violent and finally the Empress Dowager
decides against patience and prudence and contrails the Imperial
forces to the Boxer cause. "The foreigners are not content to milk
China," she says, ’.now they want her meat. China can be no
worse off."
Committed to holding on to their compound in Peking, the
soldiers prepare flimsy barricades and ration their resources
-igainst the attacks of hordes of fanatical Chinese. But the relief
loiter -only nine days away" is slopped by the Imperial forces.
This ensuing awl lengthy siege is exciting, suspenseful and gradual
enough to keep the mo,t restless spectator from leaving his seat
for any reason.
The climax arrives with the 55th day and the ragged soldiers
prepare for their last defense. "Well, we pit up a damned good
tight," Ileston says, ". .. and for 55 days we all played the same
tune." Then the sage is over. An Alamo? History majors should
know but they may nit tell.
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By RO N LEINIO

Exchange Editor

I

1i Luboff Choir
1 Sings Friday
i

Speaking of Playmates
Exaggeratingly speaking, the editorial stafl ot the San Francisco State (SFS) Golden Gater reportedly fell apart at the
stitches when confronted with the possibility of interviewing a
among male
Playboy magazine Playmate. Arguments broke out
staff members as to who would interview the young thing. Mc.
Not so on the Spartan Daily staff. As soon as rancors that a
Playmate might visit the campus arrived, the situation was 011t1P1’
control. With a keen sense of news value and the desire to prevent dissension from coming to our happy staff, our editor fearlessly decided to "cover" the story himself.
The Playmate visited SFS, but never did come to SJS. Who
wants to interview a beautiful. old Playmate, anyway?
OH, THOSE PARTIES
For everyone’s enlightenment, it should be stated that rniversity of Coliirado ICU) is a party school. According to 1111’ C010ratio Daily the school’s student council considers CU to be a party
school.
Student vice president Neil Johnson said "the students talk
about the parties rather than about the classes" when they go
home from school. The party school chatter centered around a
proposal to lower the minimum age for women students living in
apartments.
This unhappy image of the school apparently is partially
caused by the current age limit. The minimum age is 23. Gutsiness.
’MONO IS NO EXCUSE
"Ninety-four per cent of students who acquire infectious
Mononucleosis are able to continue in school without interruption
in their studies," The Daily Californian of U. C. at Berkeley has
reported.
Based on an interview with Dr. Henry Bruyn, director of the
student health service there, the article stated that in most cases
a patient will he fully recovered from "mono" in about two weeks.
The article further declared that mononueleosi, is not highly contagious. About one out of 250 students get 11. ’Phi’ mortality rate
is "extremely" litw.

Peter Pan

Student Bowling

Tryouts for "Peter Pan," a
San Jose Theater Guild Priiduction, will be held Oct. 7-9.
Director Jahles Dunn, conductor
of the auditions, invites any talented student to try out for a
part at the Civic Playhouse, 1:11;
W. San Carlos St., at 730
The production will be presented
Nov. 22-24, 29-30, at the 51,ffigomery Theater.

S.C. Philharmonic
Slates Auditions
The Santa Cho a Phial:WM.41W
Orchestra will audition all interested students Oct. 6 at Emil
Buchser High School Auditorium, 31110 Benton St., Santa
Clara, Dr. Gibson Walters, conductor, and Wayne Sorensen,
personnel director of the Philharmonic, will audition all prospective plz*ers.
All those interested in auditioning for the orchestra may
obtain application forms from
Sorensen. El, 4-7309 or Ir. ittim
larding the orchestra truin
Roils I mita nja , 243-7637.

Sputnik, Muttnik
Lead to Picnic
Comic 11111
/101.’s;TON (UPI
Qom, Jimenez), Dana, t
adopted mascot of the Almelo.,
Astronauts, had a quip leady tor
Russia’s recent boy -girl
shot.
"First they sent up an un
manned capsiili. (idled a
tick.
’"I’hen thej, sent up a dog and
called it a multnik.
’Nitto. they’e :pot up
and t woman and aft
a Ills I

Success
u)
jit
Nata.0 think of herself
lie
as having ’ ;II riVrfl" with the announcement that she will be representrs1 in the :this ieliind %Vas
Museum in a sceneWi

San Jose Concert Serie, witl
open its 28th annual c.,
morrow night in the Criehush
torium with a performance I,,,
the Norman Lulea Choir al
8:30.
First half of the program will
lie devoted to sacred songs, uih
as Brahms’ "0 Cast Me Nit
Away From Thy Countenance"
and "Kyrie" from Palesttina’s
"Missa I:mendemus." Secular
works programmed will include
scores from the early Itenaissance, such as Joaquin Des
Pres’ "The Cricket" and Gisial
Holst’s "Autumn Song."
The last half of the
devoted primal ir i,.
will
Is!
spirituals and folk melodic.
Spain, Poland,
England, and the U.S. Sc’;, ’than.
ties, war chants, and ciestlit,t,
songs will also be included
the program.
The choir, recording on ItrA
Victor and Columbia labels, Mb,
sold over 212 million reciial
lO date.
blIfIlti
’fiekets for the concert not
available for the concert at thr
Wendell Watkins Management
r’N’

35c
Plus

anytime!

FREE SHOES
16 Clean Alleys

Downtown Bowl
375 W. Santa Clara St.

294-7800

SURFERS
ANNOUNCING...

ULU
SURFBOARD
KITS
1,rj ii
r mg) ’,AVE! Ear_11 Vcbzy Surfboaci
’
tura.,
hlanS. wrorten skc, glass
rum
51.5,1. it resin, over 2 oz. of catalyst, ....ft -I
paper, mtcLirti tape and detailed instructions, Priced
$54 11, tct $6z., 55.

OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 8 TO 5:30

WILLOW CLIN
1Ji _KA_:3 Fr;

4-144-zavtati Alic Zit kw Acrwelposazx.

ONE STOP SHOPPING 750 WILLOW ST. FREE PAINING 206 4050

SIfIl

Ninf irs

nil-mil

(11111 elizy
ill viiitmt

Direct From Carnegie Hall

IN PERSON!

corduroy

S9

RANCHBURGER

Ifs adorable, comfortable
machine washable. Easy to own, too!

no wonder smart juniors choose it.
Easy to step into
zips clrar down the back.
it’s even
Easy to care for
Red, turquoise, olive: 5-15.

1/4 pound of ground beef on a soft French rool
topped with mdyonnaise, lettuce,

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUD.
THIS SAT.. OCT. 5

.’,111)P

If/il

11111.1r,tinY, I PIL1AY nOtitS UtItIt 7

FIRST AT SAN CARLOS

DIAL 294-4200

TICO’S TACOS

8:30 P.M.

$2.50
ALL SEATS RESERVED
On Sale AT San Jose Box Office, 40 W. San Carlos
Chdris
SelfAddreited Stamped Enoilope

tomato, pickle and onion.

45’
Phone orders CY 7-8421
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Society Editor
College is one cycle of social events. First, (sane the social
functions, which may lead to pinnings, engagefIWIlt
(1101 1\111tually marriage. Let’s look into the San Jose Si ., t.
and view the beginning of what could be a vers
LITTLE BROWN .115:
The brothers of Alpha Tau Omega are holding au oalicgoodies dance Friday in their fraternity dining room. The
’t
and their dates are asked to bring as many okfies but
records they can. The couple which brings the most record
s.1
best sellers will receive $13 and a jug of fermented v, !;,’
That could be worth working fort
A NEW TWIST
Sigma Pi’s first party of the year was an after-game twist
dance. The fraternity is planning a Similar function ssith the Cal
chapter after the San Jose Stale-Cal silt Is’.
A FAIR ExcliANGE
The Sigma (This, in order to pursue better reliotaori
non -Greeks, have slated an exchange with Harriloi,N II!
as
en’s living center. The event, which will take 1,i e
.
will teat nip games and moonlight (laming.

Is ,,5 !,1

An AWFUL -AWFUL SINGERRon Walker, SJS junior political
science major, spends his Thursdays singing at the Awful -Awful,

college hangout and pizza parlor. He plans to continue his singing career after graduation.

by most critics ho be the asorld
nsinthei .515i, islit saxophone plasco

ling

Whatever your needs in the way of
auto services, (rein a tankful of gas
to an engine tune-up, you can be
sure they’ll get prompt expert attention at reasonable student rates,
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Good Talent Appears
At Awful-Awful
By KU SIN1
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Patricia Murphy, sophomore psychology major from San Josi
to David Crowder, Alpha Omega Rho, senior industrial managemeni
major from Visalia.

Toni Fink, pre-dental hygiene major from West Cot art 10
Mike Crookham, Sigma Chi bio-science major from Fresno.
Sherry Cable, Alpha Omicron Pi, jiinior edoral ion major from
Pollock Pines to Doug Lapchis, Sigma Chi, junior social ,o,nee
major from Oakland.
Judy Lemp, junior business education major Is
Della Sigma Phi, junior business management niajor fro,:
Pr
,151

St 5151.
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Pat Palm, junior education major from Sacraments, to
Noddy, Sigma Pi, senior engineering major from Gilroy,
frOM
Park.
Margaret Rack, junior 1,11IV;51isill
James liackett, Sigma Pi, .jun,,..is, ,!(,(1( 11 major from Orindio.
Carolyn Duvall,
,.. unit from Oakland,
senior
indigos. from Oakland.
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Expands To Hour
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more San Jose students can
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THIS AD IS WORTH ONE DOLLAR
This
over
your
your

ad is worth 51.00 toward any local purchase
$5.00 or 10’0 off on lesser
amounts. Save
money for the coming socicl functions. Buy
flowers from us. We hose 7/1-..m all.

We welcome charges.
We will deliver io you free of cost.
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THE RAGE!
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IN A SCINTILLATING
PROGRAM OF
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Songs that will Ise featured include: "Stella Its. Starlight. "Nancy," "I VVisli 1 1<15e55 " -Noss ’s
The Time." and several oihri
selesd ions.
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construction throughout
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1.’ u r Freshmen. Ahinad Jamal,
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first tall rush function for 2:30 Sunday alls:(1,,,s,
Tuesday, a smoker is scheduled fur’ 8:30 I, ,s, 1II!
Omega Rho welcome interested men to .1-.! 11..
S. 11th.
PINNINGS
Cyndy Lebeck, Alpha Omicron Pi, junior business major from
Pacific Grove, to Rich Little, Phi Sigma Kappa, junior political
science major at the University of California, Berkeley, from Sae
ramento.
Cathy Piccolo, Alpha Omicron Pi. junior education major is ’’is,
San Jose, to Jerry Chaine, Delta Sigma Phi, senior political ,11.1,,
major from Fremont..
Kathe Prtaal, Delta Zeta, senior edocation major troe,
land, to !ton fiergert, junior pre -law major at Lewis and I I.
’,illege from Portland.

major from Youngstown, Ohio, Feb. 1 the coople will ex’ohariet"oov ,.atieed flight
Kay Hoff, Delta Zeta alumna, to Phil L.,
slslsng
analysis engineer. The roilplp has planned 5,ii .\... .
PoJnirs
Merilee Ohs, junior educati on major fmm
Downer, Sigma Pi, senior soeial science major
Sharon Eggen, senior medical teehnolog..
iti,r) to Bob Prater, Della Sigma Phi, senior s.,..
trom San Leandro. No wedding date has besot
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ENGAGEMENTS
Pat Bishop, junior business anil secretarial majini Irian Pittsburg, Calif.. to Al Phillips, pillow physical education major horn
Klamath Falls, Ore. No wedding date has been set.
Reo Blake, Alpha Chi Omega, senior elementary eslocioiron
major from Watsonville. to John C. Haynes, senior art sodusx05,
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Pattern Representative
Will Narrate Fashions

etcloscofie,
By KAI SIMMS

SJS students will appear in
Theater Guild’s prethe San Jose
sentation of "J it., tomorrow and
soucriay nights at 8:30 in Montgomery Theater.
Russ Holcomb, senior drama maof J.11.,
jor, plays the title role
industrialist. Holan Ammican
comb gets a chance to show his
dramatic skill in the action -packed
ocplot which has the following
currences: J.11.’s prosperity is
wiped liut, his children become victims of war, a highway accident
occurs, and J.B,’s wife leaves him.
Joe Lo Bue, drama major, plays
Mr. Zuss, the Gosdnuisk who
speaks Biblical lines addressed to
Job. 1.0 Hue "becomes" Job’s guide
and conscience.
This is the last weekend this
ace:a-dprIsluction will be
ing to James Dunn. director. Tickare
ets for this :Ind future plavs
available at Wendell Watkins
Ageno. 293-6252.
Dave lirtilatek, one sf t

tsii ItCA.
basis

APPEARS THURSDAYS

Two SJS Students
Players In Theater
Guild Presentation
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AWFOLAWFUL
12860 SO FIRST ST
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BREAKING POINTThis is the touchdown that broke Kansas
State’s back Saturday night. Bill Holland (82) took Ken Berry’s
I3 -yard pass over Jim Grechus (16) of KSU. Rich Tetley’s conversion made it 10-0. KSU was never in the game thereafter,
losing 16-0.

Frosh Win

UOP Tips Spartans
In Overtime, 11-9

HELP WANTEDHarry Kellogg (83) looks for
ing a six-yard pass from Rand Carter in the
ward (50) brought Kellogg down before SJS
situation. Tony Machutes (77) moves in on play.

someone to lateral the football to after catch fourth quarter against Kansas State. Dan Wood.
halfback Walt Roberts (42) could set up a lateral

Koufax Tames Yanks, 5-2;
Podres vs. Downing Today

series record, and a 7-’t k%in oser
By DAVE NEWHOUSE
rr ’ f10.The ex-Fri5..
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Who’s Greatest?
’I Am,’ Says Clay
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-You cant let a team hp e
more openings in front of the . 5;11
and y.xpect it to win.- he said.
The freshmen had much herter
luck against Delta Junior College
in the preliminary orates?. Jack
I.ikins
and
Greg
Niel:Ingham
-cored seven goals hetveen them
Ii, lead the Sparta babes to an ear-%
i 2-2 win.
Tonairrow night it’s a it. sirc’
triple -header in the Spartai:
The freshmen open tip thin..
11:30 encounter v it?? I.
.%.1,
ifigh. followed by the %
game at 7:30 against I’ c’- ni Sthte
The freshmen mine right back
in the nightcap against Monterey
1.-mnsula .I"’ ;. !herr rrt I Nercal

The girls uere In toss n for a musk festisal. Von Cassius
was In fossil to talk about himself at a eonference In Oakland,
Staffer Mike Diinne and I arrised at the airport for the
Joint purpose of inters iessing and photographing the playmatos
for a I/ally feature (see Tuesday’s sheet).
Heading dossn Commits.. I.: biossard Room 109. We heard
Listen is looking
tIn’ public address system announce, "sainn
for Casslic.
Moments later, Clay and hls manager strolled into the
compact room chock full of phiyinates and !lett %men.
"N’here is he?" (’assitis queried. in false search tit. Lisbon.
"Let me out of hero.," he said, squinnirm by the playmates
and whisking out the door, only to walk head -ton Into a talera
s ’
alto lod him to a %salting
"Witten 1 is L’S in Las Vegas for the Patterson fight, It
II
three policemen to keep him ;twits from me."
The ati llllll neer asked, "1Vas he running at sou or assay
I nom y oil?"
( lay: "Ili- is a-,running away. Liston’s nto fool, Ile atm, to
school."
"I’m the most N.:militia man In the world. I’m so pretty.
I’m mistaken for ( hubby ( Ilveker," Ile offered in ronelusion.
Itefore h.. left, ( assius a as cornered by KSJS sports unattempted to capture Clay’s corn-er John Ilenry.
ono.nt
tape. Man lost out to matitine as Illitir)’s recorder
quit on him.
t.-,l their
( lay. wasn’t missed. The newsmen quickly re
atttntion hack to the play11111tes and the free refreshments
in Room 109.
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all make mistakes...

CLOSED DOOR POLICYFoothill goalie Rick Doyle (right)
was a stingy man Friday night, blocking 15 shots in the first half,
as the Owls went on to swamp SJS 13-5, Here he blocks a goal
attempt by San Jose State’s Mike Hansen .v,th Owl All-American Gary Ilman looking on.

Tribe Tough

San Jose Schedules
Indian Dual Meet

"wise men," once a team loses the
’Me Spartan c,.. --country team with a cold, while 1)iek FernanN
World Series game, it "shall
back,
not return."
had its dual meet sched ule dez has a strained
The varsity and the freshmen
Alston will try to keep in tune strengthened today as Payton Jor’ travel tO Carlmont 1figh in Belwith the speculators in today’s ?Ian’s Stanford harriers agreed to
mont tomorrow for a prep (’f’,.’..
Willie, with Johnny Podres (14- meet San Jose, Oct. 31, on the
country clinic
pieked to hurl for LA.
Indian golf course.
, Podres gave the Dodgers their
The Tribe boasts one of the toyi
only. series win toter the Vanks
squads in the nation this year, and
aith tat, sietories in the 1955
roach Dean Miller of the Spartans
c lassie.
has been itching to get a meet
Podres is 3-1 and has an overall with them
2.40 earned run average in three
"We need three or four tough
different series.
matches before the Northern Cali1
Al Downing. r 13-51, New York’s1 fornia champiirnships I Nov. 151 to
prize left-handed rookie, will try get our boys in top shape.
Miller, still beaming over the
to pull the Yankees into a 1-1’
series deadlock, before moving on team’s sensational win in Lone
Hi-heols .Micl-heth\
to Los Angeles for the middle Reach last week. said that team
flats . Wedgies
hree games starting Saturday spirit has really picked up in
Game time today is 945 21.f1-1 workouts this week.
. lave your sae
"The hos. really didn’t knitw
1 PST I.
stood before Saturday.
how
AAAAA to B
Tho Dodgers olitideal on vethut teas they are acting and
eran Whitey Ford in the second
8’ 2 to 12
thinking like a team," he corn.
inning, ...vowing four times on
John Rosehoro’s three-rim !UMW mented.
$9.95 to $24 95
The popular headman cited miler
rim and former Yankee- Bill
Ben Tueker for his hard work
Skowron’s first of two run -se,,,charge accour-ls
the past two weeks. "He is round lug singles. That was all the
open thurs ’tit 9
...!-1/11/e."
stressed.
in!
Miller
Impetus Konfax reTdred.
1:11.-:1- runners are riilin
Sandy struck out the first five
;ill are expected to to
faced.
tyinv
serif’
the
batters he
’
,lo Saeramento
the
Cooper
lit
Mort
set
by
record
12. Jeff FishBO L SAN ANTONIO CY2.1011
St. Louis Cardinals in the 194:: ,
Se. J..
D...1
lISs, workout.
series. Sandy Increased his strikeout total to 11 in tho fifth innimz.

stiffdor
4

. al bsiis
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I

(hit of this Wadi! I’
VII Main Ni Earth

the fifth, after not ;111W111Y:lelkee to reach first 1,5151. tor
hair innings, Sandy began to vie:dotal. Ekton ffoward, Joe Pepitone
and Clete Boyer singled, with Dick
Tracewski making a find stop on
Boyers hit, keeping Howard from
scoring. Koufax got Hector Lopez
to strike out, ending the threat.

Whether it’s a meal or
a snack . . . try
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Tresh belted a 1
run
In tho olglith with Tony Kohl+
on base for Ness- York’s two
runs.
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ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
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perfect

papers
111easy to turn out
1.-1111111
faai:ealrle. Becati.e you can era.r without a trace.
’1)1.ing etior. disappear like magic with ju,4 the flak of
all onbtrarv polled eraser. There’s never a telltale era -lire
,urNee.
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Modern() Drug Cu.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.

Professional Pharmacists

II

A

Including: Pizza, Spagetti, Lasagne,
Home Made Raviolis, and Sandwiches.
Also try our Sea Food Specials.

CHECKPOINT
From the moment you give us prescription until it is deliverfed into your hands, the
prescription goes through more checkpoints than a Berlin tourist.
Not even the smallest detail is overlooked in our search for pharmaceutical perfection.
And every prescription is double-checked to make sure nothing slips through.

PHONE CYpress 3-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE, CALIF.
OPEN

’TIL MIDNIGHT
A

man
intim

to B
12
24.95

Long TD Passes Feature
Intramural Pigskin Week
By TOM O’NEIL
there is a saying,
In football
vhen you need a quick score
bomb."
throw the long
Every weekend if you listen to a
football
putfessional or college
orne, you’ll hear the game broadteam’s down by
caster state, the
quick score
a touchdown and a
back into the
could put them
a pass play by
game. This calls for
as the anthe quarterback,"
nouncer.
Intramural football may not
or college
he like professional
competition since It is only touch
but the 1ilayen4 are making hht

plays as it they were professionals.
Seven games were played in
Tuesday’s intramural slate at San
Jose State and seven teams had
to rely on the "long bomb" to win.
Fifteen aerials were completed
for touchdowns in those seven
games and only three were scored
on running plays.
Larry Alcunado completed one
touchdown pass and scored two
others on runs for a 19-6 Sigma
Phi victory over Delta Sigma Phi.
Alcunado’s scoring toss covered 11
yards which was one of the shorter
ones thrown during the day.

The Inside Pitch
How Would You Like
To Wake lip A iet?
By DAVE NEWHOUSE
Sports Editor

Plil Sig shutout Sig Elms 13-0
hut had to rely on the passing
game to pull it out of the fire.
Jim Ott ens threw a scoring pass
iii Dlek Mr Millan utd Rick B/Wei hurled it sty pointer 14, Darryl Staid,
i was able to use Gary
Brenneman’s arm to goal advantage in halting Theta XI, 19-6
Brenneman el a.kpfl his arm and
flung three touchdown passes to
I hree diflerent receivers. Ray Milani tossed a scoring pass to Pete
ftuhkala for Theta XI’s only -sirDC battled Pika to a
in the first half but four touch,
I’ wn iii ’rials dropped l’ika 27-0
11,,wever an ineligible player cost
the win. It was a hard fought
eontest but the "long bomb" won
otit in the end.
Shibun Tanta threw a 20 -yard
mooring 1/11.0. t 11 Bot, Jones ;mil
then ran for anotlwr t
lidown
to lead the fal-liauailans over
Ihe liodaddies, IS -0 Ken Allen
spotted end Smith alone in the
11111 7
and rifled a football
into his arms for the third Cal Hawaiian score.
Fuhars edged Fountain Hall 7-0
on a long aerial thrown by (,ton
MUM to George MarFarland good
for 39 yards and a tietory.
Longest air shot ;ill afternoon
was executed by ’Terry Dyckman
when he threw the pigskin to Ned
Rielly for a 60-yard score and a
6-0 Theta Chi win over Sigma
Chi.
Leonard Ifall forfeited to the
Cats in another game.

sports
Thursday, Oct. :;, 1963
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YES, you to can wear
contact lenses. Just take off
fhose glasses, and let us fit you in contacts. With
contacts you can look your best because contacts
are worn on
the eye. So rid yourself of those
hiulky glasses and
let The Contact Lens Center
hio you to a
better appearence.

THE CONTACT LENS CENTER
lid
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$
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Al It:orbits, Dave Kingsley, and
Efiok Akpan head the Spartans’
threat against the Falcon,. tomorrow. Lou Fraser, Atitilall balm awl
Mel Canal looked impresove in
San Jose’s last outing against
Menlo College.
Tom Zinter and Dave 1;I
ready after seeing only
:iction last week and
the Spartans a striirw.
, against Air Force.

and "id thr.

.
.:\
’Cs
:,

=1
.....................44. i

r

Spartans must start off with its
running game to gel the
:attack rolling.
This has its good and had 1.
Rand Carlow. Spartan
track, is the third top passer ,,, m,
’,unity. according to N( ’A
t i ;ties released Wednesda S I ti
Is ’19-44, or better than 60 per eii
tor 277 yards. Utah will be key nrmmi
on Carter and his reeeiters
The had neus Is that Chari.e
Harrauav, 2211 -pound f II i I ha.
has injured his right ankh’. until
Is almost definitely lost It, s.ls
for the 1 Wit trip.
impri,si.e
Harraway looked
against KSU with a 5.0 average on
five carries. His initial charge and
head-on power would definitely
be needed at Logan (home til the
Aggiesm, where they haven’t I,,st
a game in four years.
Herb Engel ran the ball v,ell
Saturday. and will probably open
at full for SJS.
Titchenal was all smiles when
reminded that the Spartans
fumble once against liSU "We
were lucky," he chided
"The team spirit is high now
It, win
Kansas game auth it St IS a
effort that (lid it.
"I wit,. especially pleased %% Oh
the second unit. They’re really
starting to come around," Titchenal tleetttred

Closest to Campus...
SAN JOSE FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
Expert repair on all imported cars
Tune-ups, Brakes, Motors
Transmission overhaul
Lubrications

Bring this ad ...
GOOD FOR 1000 STUDENT DISCOUNT
180 So, Market

28b

GRAND
OPENING

At

carig4
SPARTAN

I

6ISERVICE

4th & San Carlos, San Jose

(opposite Men’s GYM/
295-7733

Free!
Wit h MI up uf 14101:1111.3
Sh1411114. gersnline. rhYINI
present sour ASIt turd.

A SJS MEGAPHONE

One Pak of "COKE"

FREE

:s
s:

A Mill IIE’S
Steak 11011Se

...

ents, arid has already met St. Louis
and (70Iorado Univ,.rsity
"We haven’t been able I11 f11111
out I
the Air Force team did
against Colorado last ueekend,"
spoke Menendez. "They will arrive at Moffett Field and work
out ioniKlit," added Menendez.
San Jose has two players :ohm!
Him-ever, they will prolitililt. I,, able to play tomorrow
Goalie Valdiz Svans and back 1..,1
Zumot haven’t been feeling well.
Both have colds.
However, Menendez was greeted
by some happy news when it tkas
found out that Byron Kobayashi
may be ruble to play this weekend.
Kobayashi has been hampered by
blood poisoning in the right arm
for about two weeks.
"Our tough g111711.14 are VIIII111114
up," commented Nlenendez. We
play Air F1171.1. tomorrow, San
Francisco State MI/11day, Get.
’7, University Of San Franciseo
Thursday, tint. 10, and University of California, T111,11/1 011.

Does San Jose State have the
"rock-erm sock -em" type football
needed to stand toe-to-toe won
beefy. mean Utah State? (!,,,,ch
Rol, Titehenal says yes
"fialue 1110$1411 f
Satin.
day’s Kansas state at
%lamed
we did a good job in fighting
back." Tilt -tonal said. "If ue
would have played like this
against Stanford. It might have
’wen a different ’dory."
If the Spartans don’t drown
under publicity, shy i n g that
Utah State could open a hole in
The Great Wall of China, then
there’s a chance a good one at
that that SJS could surprise the
’ oddsmakers. The Utes are a twotouch -down favorite on one poll,
Larry ilansen, Bob Kroll tPlaYmg his second fine game in succession), Walt First brook and
Vince Darone all looked good for
the Spartans against KSU.
When the second team line
mule its appa
erance, Kansas
didn’t get the drop in talent it
had 111/1/411 for. The "red" unit is
a hungry buneh and makes the
,
first team work that much
harder.
Utes have a good pass detense, something Stanford and the
Wildcats are without. Gene Menges, SJS coach, scouted the Utah

Ilais and Balloons
il

‘,..W.44440.....’

The United States Air Force
Academy soccer team flies into
San Jose Ostay to prepare for tomorrow night’s match at Spartan
Stadium.
Fresh from a battle with Colorado University, the Falcons will
la, out to dig their claws into the
Spartans.
Labeled as tough, well conditioned, and big in late. the
"flyboys"
be an able opponent for San Jose State.
Two ,keeks ago, the Falcons battled St. Louis University and lost
4-0. However, the St. Louis soccer squad is picked to repeat as
NCAA champs and scored heaviest
earlier in the contest.
Air Force gave up three goals in
the first period against St. Louis
but didn’t let its opponent score
again until late in the final period.
In the second half, the Falcons
played St. Louis on even terms, although not able to score.
According to the San Jose
scouting report, "Air Force uses
a shot -passing glum. with swift
offensive moves down I he center of the field."
It was akti noted that Air Force
is strong on defense vi it h most of
their players over SIX feet tall.
They’re big in size and like to play
a tight, rough, compel it ive game.
"We expect a tough game with
the Falcons," slated San Jose
coach Julie Menendez.
Their
team plays Stanford, Navy, Army,
I’,, sky Mountain League oppore

f;

Saturday and Sunday
Breakfast Special

545 S. 2nd St.

1.1 511.1 7

Spartans Ready
For Cadet Clash

Frosh Grid Team
Carries Unity, Ball
Against Fresno

Otscifil

sle %HT

Falcons Rough

Eat, drink and make merry, for tomorrow you’ll wake up a Met.
This very thought must be racing through the minds of some GiantS
OS they now prepare for the winter months ahead.
The thought has some merit, for the grapevine-- who is without
one?-- -has it that Horace Stoneham, Giants owner, is interested in
pint-sized Alvin Jackson, southpaw hurler on the Met staff.
Only this week, San Francisco traded catching farmhand Jim
Coker to the St. Louis Cardinals for lefty Ken MacKenzie. MacKenzie, a reliefer, is regarded a far-better pitcher than his 3-4 record
v.ould indicate. He is, ironically, also a former Met.
STARTER NEEDED
Jackson is a starter, something the Giants sorely need in tla
left-handed department. Billy O’Dell bothered most of the seas,,i,
by an ankle injury, is the only front-line "wrong-arm" that Alvin Isill.
has, now that Billy Pierce has been shifted to the bullpen crew.
Jackson is young and quick. Backed by some of the same Giar,,
hitting he’s had considerable success against this season, Al could
1, a 17 to 20 game winner.
For those of you who can’t see judging Jackson’s potential to
br.., or tr.mendously
Giant hitting, for the bay team didn’t exactly set any fires, remember:
fast, San Jose State’s fresh footthe Mets couldn’t even find a match!
ball team will try to counter-halCasey Stengel is really going to need some hitting this year, as
’ ;ince these drawbacks with hard the Mots open play in their plush-Flushing Meadows park. For, how
nose football. in its season opener
king can even the most dedicated fans be symphathetic with it loser?
today against Fresno State’s frosh
Now the question: who do the Giants have that’s expendable?
at Fresno.
The name Orlando Cepeda is always the first to come up in Giant
I The Spoil:lb:01e srite slower in
off-season trade talk, and for a very g(xxl reason.
the backfield this year over last.
The Giant organization has accepted the fact that, no matter
what type of year Orlando has had, he’s going to take longer than when the tvvo Charlie’s Barra way and Harkins plus 1<en Berry.
anybody else in thinking of ways to fatten a contract.
gust’
.1011(.4 squad an ablautGOOD-BYE HILLER
’ :ince of ...peed.
The most logical Giant to depart is Chuck Hiller. A g(xxi hitter
The line a Vera LX: 196 pounds.
,.,,ir, Hiller may have lust the confidence to ever be a dependlighter than 1.1,1 season, %%hen both
, fielder. ()nly Houston this year, of all big league team.s. had tackle, sealed 2:’,ft pounds,
ker double plays than the Giants. Hiller must share in the blame.
say that this year’s
’I’d ha ’,e
Chuck may rebound in hitting next season. If so, then he’s worth
squad ha, i’s ’iv hit ;is much and
mething to the Mets.
roe:ably twit, determination OVC1’
Matly Aloa, Norm Luker, Billy Hoeft and Gaylord Perry could
the 1!4l2
.lones remarked.
!Ind themselves under new baseball caps come spring.
-(me ifuirz, 1, certain: the present
Malty isn’t the productive pinch hitter the Giants have lacked
has
unity."
nee the days of Dusty Rhodes, and there’s nowhere to stash him
Ray Blute will direct the SJS
the outfield. Larker and Hoeft have lost whatever it takes to
.,Jce it big, and Perry lasts even fewer innings than the Dodgers’ forces at Quarterback. Bill Morrisroe 1190i, a fullbark, is the
nb Miller.
chief running threat. Tark le (*buck
Dark had this to say when asked about the Alott-for-Jim Bunning
r
i,atle: "Who, Matty Alou?" Alvin made it clear that for Felipe, the Gillingham 2151 is the biggest
-om in question, it would take much more than an aging Bunning linerrian and possibly the best.
The fprsh will ot,en at home on
, get Felipe away from the Golden Gate.
Oct. 10, against Cal Poly of San
’BO’ STAYS ON
Lois Obispo. Three if the 10
Besides Willie Mays, Juan Marichal, Willie McCovey and Ernie *Imes scheduled will be playi-il it
!,,wman, just about everytxxiy on the Giant roster is barter ma - Spartan Stadium. San .lose at ill
sal. bark won’t get rid of Bowman.
make its ’,’,’oil straight tmm1il"
Alter the year the three "M’s" had, don’t even think alxmi their San Queht,,
tl the final game 1il
4rtg anywhere. Losing Mays is like taking three engines
I 7;
away Irtnu the
1,am-engine aircraft, then trying to fly it. Juan and
"Willie
hild superb seasons.
Jimmy Davenport may he
the Giant second baseman in 1961
ad depending on the play of rookie Jim Ray Hart at third base
ANOTHER PENNANT
What exactly do the Giants
need to launch a pennant lad lot\ I
)",r? Shortstop Jose Pagan must play winter ball I he’s at his
%Oft playing all
-year ’reurldi.
The return of the
double play- like in 1962 is needed to close
rhmeo threatening
rallies. Davenport, again, is a key lactor here. Can
make the transition, if
he’s called on?
Most important is relief
pitching. This is what killed the Giant..
droughout the summer.

,
;s$

San Jose Labeled
A ’Fighting Team’

goaity

OPEN 24 HOURS

"to serve you"
Expert

Tune-up, Complete Brake

Service

Mokfak Lubrication, B. F. Goodrich Tires
*
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Tabby Proves To Be a Wild
Grad Student’s Pet Still Growing
It, 414:1: it mite
T,sisay
s
it:, do be
link I 41%% 1p
tat." hat
een Sylvester woffid think twice
betone tuyint7 with Jim Berkland’s
ea t
-Cee-Cee- who got her mei,

when discovered in an abandoned
CCC camp is no oniinary cat.
To call her so would be a gross
misnomer, to which any alley cat
would readily testify.
1 In fact, Cee Cee is a bobcat and
ha, all tither domesticated animals

scared to death simply because
of natural reaction.
Really though, this bobcat is
tame and takes up with people,
as its owner and master, Jim
Berkland, quickly learned.
(’AT HAS FRIENDS
Many San Jose State students
have made friends with Cee Cee
when Jim lets it out of his car
,isually seen along Fifth Street.
Jim, a graduate geology student
It SJS, ran across Cee Cee when
the bobcat was only a few, tender weeks old early last May. At
the time, Jim was working with
the U. S. Geological Survey team
in Oregon.
When Jim and his bosses heard
a small growl they began searching, hand by hand, through rubble
in the deserted (’CC camp.
After a few more growls and
hisses, the little cub was extricated carefully from an entanglement
of wire and concrete.
BOTTLE-FED KITTEN

NICE KITTY-Jim Berkland, SJS graduate geology student, is
cuddled by his pet bobcat, Cee Cee. Jim brings the tame cat
to school .;th him and several students have made friends with
the likeable Cee Cee.

Law and Accounting
Discussed al ittwi
’lay at the Sts,I,I1 11,11 ;
.1Ipha Et.i
.00 lit
-’,ea
The tuncli ri ez.in..it 7 -,t) p.m
:n the Main c.,feterci.
Guest speaker is S. Szten’nen
P A and
Nakashimit liseil
yer.
pro,il,nt r
Err,ie
pha Sigma. ins .les tiP ntei-estisi
Accounting majors to attend.

International
Center Invites
;=oreign Students

The International Students Center, under the new directors.
Sirs. Betty Brill, has new pro4rams ready for the year and
welcomes new and returning forcien students.
Every Friday at 8 p.m. the center, 285 S. Market St., opens for
i full evening of films, folk singdancing or group discussions
oat refreshments. American stu.
111’ dents as well as foreign students
are invited. said Mrs. Brill.
11111.
,1111, s,.
11, 1 ...I .1.1. -Si a 11 k et.S
"The center tries to be a bridge
between the community and the
01 XV,,11T.n st talents from abroad." said Mrs.
.
Brill. "We would like to be of help
It. t);IttI!),
Spartan if foreign st,stents ever have
III
problems."

Paseba!! in Cafe
1!%.11-1s1,1,11
Fist rnurig
.1V1.11.1, I

111,

ii,

!.../ elco.
t. 1

’fl

SI at. :es,
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BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS’
To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it. and send it with a check or
cosh to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, Son
Jose State Colico::, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:3) P.M. two dLys prior to publication.

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines
One time

2
3
4
5

One time
50c a line

lines
lines
lines
lines

1 Three times
25t a line

Five times
204 a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

Add this
amount for
each addil line

For display advertising rates, call CY 4-6414, Ext. 2081,
From 1.20 to 4:20. Monday through Friday.
CHECK A CLASSIFICATION:
-

Announcements (it

Help Wanted (4)

0 Personals 171

’

Automotive ID

Housing 1r.)

0 Services 1110

’

For Sale ( 3)
Print your ad here:

Lost and Found 160 Transportation (9)

-

(Count 1i Letters and Spaces for Each Line)
Run Ad For 2/3/4/5 Dys (Circle One)

Starting Date

Chock No

Enclosed $
Nemo -

- --

Address
City

_ . _ Phone

Cal Residents
Eligible for State
Scholarships

Variety of Jobs Available
Cat; At SJS Placement Office

Not having any fears of man,
Cee Cee wain was taking milk
from a plastic squeeze bottle, and
.Jim was playing nursemaid to a
wild" animal he since has become attached to.
But after he stayed up most
of the night with the little rascal,
Jim desided to "rush her weaning process." He has fed her on
a diet of bread soaked in milk,
ground round and a ration of
cheese. Yet, you can be sure, the
kitten "knew what to do" when
Jim first showed her a mouse.
OITH:
When Jim returned home to
Menlo Park, he had his biggest
problem after he gave Cee Cee a
hunk of raw beef. The exotic odor
excited the cat and she tore the
meat from Jim’s hand, leaving
about 30 scratches in his arm.
This has been the only time Cee
Cee has reverted to her wild instincts.
Speaking of instincts, Jim says,
"Our tabby cat is afraid of Cee
Cee. It covers its eyes and cringes
on the floor when Cee Cee enters
the room," the bearded Berkland
says. "But Cee Cee ignores the
cat!"
Actually, there is no reason to

Looking for a job’.’ The Piavement Office has sonic jobs available:
Photographers to take pictures
of students. Practical photo and
required.
fear Cee (’cc. "She takes to peu- darkroom experience
ple and accepts pats on the head," $500 a month (full-time I,
Partner in new business venture.
he reports. "Cee Cee will even
let children play with her," Jim Accounting graduate with interest
states. "Of course, we keep a
close eye on her when children are
around."
As far as discipline goes, Cee
Cee understands what "no" means,
Berkland says, but she has a
mind of her own.
The fifth annual United Nations
SULKING CAT
Festival, jointly sponsored by
After being swatted on her nose Santa Clara County and the "Comseveral times- to keep her from mittee of Mayors" will be held
taking bacon off the breakfast Oct. 26 and 27 at the County Fairtable Cee Cee just sulked in the grounds.
corner.
"Getting to Know You Through
However, Jim said, "She was International Relations" will be
right back the next day, but this the topic of this year’s festival
time with a different approach. which for the first time will last
She had her head under the table, for two days: 1 to 11 p.m. on Oct.
while her paw was sliding toward 26 and Ito 7 p.m. on Oct. 27.
the meat on the table."
A highlight of the event is a
One other problem Jim had was "gabfest" between foreign and lothe time Cee Cee decided to "play cal students scheduled at 11 a.m.
games."
through 1 p.m., Oct. 26.
As Jim relates, "I was driving
Also slated for Saturday is a
along Bayshore Highway, and dance open to the public from
Cee Cee put her paws over my 9 through 11 p.m. The event is a
eyes and bit my ear!"
climax to Santa Clara County’s
Besides being playful, the bob- celebration of United Nations
cat is sensitive. When Jim re- Week,
turns after being away for any
length of time, he is met by Cet.
Cee’s tender purr. IShe has three
stages of sounds-purr, soft growl
and a loud growl.)
Then the cat rolls around his
pants legs-especially when Jim
Immunizations for smallpox,
has been in contact with tarweed, diphtheria-tetanus, tetanus, tywhich is apparently like catnip phoid, polio, and influenza arc
to Cee Cee.
now available every Friday, 1 to
4 p.m., at HB114.
TABBY HALF-GROWN
The scheduled dates are Oct.
Jim expects to keep the cat 4, 11, 18, 25, Nov. 1, 8, 15, 22,
even after it’s full-grown. It now Dec. 6, 13. tISTo smallpox imweighs approximately 13 pounds- munization will be given on Nov.
nearly half its expected size.
22.)
If those Fridays are inconWhat does Jim hope to do with
her? He is seriously thinking venient Mrs. Helen Smith, head
about mating it with a domesti- nurse, advises students to go to
cated cat. He would try another the Santa Clara County Health
bobcat, but it is rather difficult, Department and San Jose Health
to coax one down to the city for Department.
The Santa Clara County Health
such purposes, he declares.
His only other choice at present Department offers polio immuniis a Siamese cat which, of all do- zation the first Wednesday of
mesticated cats, seems least afraid every month, 3-5 p.m. San Jose
Health Department offers it on
of Cee Cee.
In this case, Sylvester had better the first and third Wednesday of
stick to tamer playmates-namely every month, 9-10:30 a.m. These
are by appointment only.
poor, little Tweety Pie,

problems and aptitude
in
at presentiw solutions in the sales
situation. No cash outlay required.
Plant ma:Jager Mechanical engineer with machine shop experience. Must Ix. free day Job consists of coordinating ’20 employees
in shop.
Quality controlman to make
production tests. Degree not necessary but course-work in chemistry,
physics, and math desirable. $110
a week i11:30 p.m. -7:30 urn. I.
Assistant to retiring locksmith
to learn locksmithing and maintenance of equipment. Degree not
necessary.
Interested students are requested to emit act D. A. Kauffman, business and industrial placement director. AI t N12:14.

Two Day Long
County Festival
Will Honor UN

Immunizations
Set for Fridays;
Oct. 4 to Dec. 13

Fellowship Awards
Available to Grads

San Jose State student, :ire
gible for the Califorota
Scholarship Commissioli
.
ships tor the 1969-65 year
These scholarships \ art. i
$300 to $1500 according to the
student’s need and the tuition at
the college he attends.
The applicant must he a California resident, under 24, and showing
financial need.
Students interested in this
scholarship must take the Scholastic Aptitude Test on Nov. 2. :lecording to Ism Ryan, assIsitard (a
the Ilean of St udent S.
Applications are available
Dean of Students office, Al i
- - -

Vocational Guidance
Talk Slated Tonight
Thi. Seel mil in a series al
tional guidance talks is
tonight at 7 in Hoover Hall
Norman Beals, manager of s-,i.
Francisco branch of the Californ,
State Personnel Board, will
cuss state Civil Service career
portunities.
"Anyone interested is most s.e.
come," said Jill Voorhees, ji,,
dent of Hoover Ilall.
The series of talks is sponsole
by the Placement Office and
ter-Dorm Council.

A $1.200 iellewship icsaid is
and
available for graduate at
faculty members of college recruitment and placement, announced
Dr. F.. W. Clements. placement director.
The Vera Christie Graduate Fellowship, sponsored annually hy the
Western College Placement Association, is to encourage research
in the philosophy. standards, practices, and objectives ol recruitment and placement.
a!
Anyone interested mily
full information from Dr. I 51
Clements, ADM234, the ay. iii
E’til Alpha, 3:30 p.m., C11161
has no restrictions on holding
Women’s Tumbling, 1p!
other employment.
WG10.
The final date for applications,
Women’s Competitive
1, lice. 2
toting, 4:30 p.m., Women s
pool.
Foreign Students
Alpha Eta sigma, horkaary
cooriling society, 7:30 p.m., NE
Asked to Luncheon
caleti ria.
j The League ot ’Vomen Voters
111111-1. 8 p.m., 79 S. Fifth St
has invited S.1S toreign students
Industrial Relations and Personto a MTh irgahlm IN I Itinchrn in in nel Management (
pii,
Town awl Countr.s., Shoppine
Nlooldtr Ilan formal lounge
ter today.
TAS(’, :130 p.m., TI155.
Interested students are requestBaptist Student Union, 7 11
ed to COMP to Int ernat lona I SI’l- p.m.. Cullege Chapel.
I tints Center, 285 S. Market, by
12’15 p.m., said Mrs. Betty Brill. TOMORROW:
director of the center. Rid. s will! Russian Club. 7 p.m .
be provided.
itigints A and It.

Spartaguide

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
107. DISCOUNT for ell students. Me.
ANNOUNCEMENTS 11/
demoiselle Dress Shop. 149 S. Is)
ROARING 20’s banjo lessons by Dave
Marty, Phone 379-4646 for information. T.V., 21" CONSOLE works fine, $45.
T
.0 ax speakers 15 . mahogany
SENIORS . . . Make appointments at encl. $45 each. B-flat wood clarinet, $60
CH 3-2127.
2 1 for La Torre pictures.
1961 G.E. portable T.V. 147 screen with
GIRL’S 26" 3 Speed English bike wanted I stand. $55. 297-7099.
mmediately ’$15.20) CV 5.8809.
PORTABLE Tape Recorder. Like
HAVE SPACE FOR dinner guests Mon. TOWER
new. EL 4.8671 after 7 p.m.
.h.
CV 3-2675. $6.00/week.
1 YEAR OLD VESPA G.S. Excellent. Sec.
STORE AND OFFICE for lease across rifice. $300. Stan. 294-4310 aft. 930 p.m.
.e on S. 10th. Reasonable rent.
Barrow. agent. CV 7-9344. ALTO RECORDER, Doirnetsch plastic,
$7. CV 3-6722 e.ms 7.10.
AUTOMOTIVE (21
19" ZENITH TV with stand. Only $85.
"nil No. 25. After 6 p.m.
63 CORVAIR SPYDER, Silver, R -H, 744’. n
1963 ENGLISH BIKE - 3 speed. $40.
Immaculate, CV 7-3658.
se
24 Jessup Hal’
29 PLYMOUTH, 4 door sedan, Escaii
Bb:. Col ele. 297-9968.
276 0187.
Wet
FOR SALE: Surfboard 9 6
20044 G en Brae Drive Saratog:
63 HONDA HAWK 305 cc. $525. 961
4
,fuer 5 p.m.
HELP WANTED 141
57 MGA roadster. RH. Vitra whit, $775/
cest offer. 292.5363. Weekdays after S. ICE RINK: Supervision end maintenance.
Outdoor skating club in Palo Alto. Upper
53 MG-TD, good condition rebuilt en - division men, 12 to hours weekly to fit
new top, extras. $650. 293-9877 your schedule. $1.60 per hour. No skating experience required. DA 4-3222, 3
.s. Ask for Lou.
to 5 p.m.
’59 VESPA 125 cc. $140. 259-0661 280
CAB DRIVERS WANTED: Married men
’ Fastside Drive.
over 25. Men under 25 with excellent
MOTORCYCLE, ’54 H-D sportster. 750 driving record will be considered. Apply
earn, good cond. Mike. 292.5243 tit Bad Ave. Between 900 o. and 12
Weekdays.
55 CHEVY, stick 6, good condition. new ,,ieege, $495. Cell Mike 26I,
’Si,
HOUSING IS/
772_ rife- a
59 AUSTIN HEALEY 100.6, new tan- 2 GIRLS NEED ROOMMATE: (21). 625
lLth, Apt. I. 297-2077. Pat.
...ely_perfect. $1295. 292-6314.
61 CARAVEL!". Excellent cond. low m UNAPPROVED 2 bdrm, apartments for
1,ernov. hdtp. $1495. 297.5175 298-63;1- -.- Monthly rates from 8120. Near
and downtown. Inquire
.60 PORSCHE 1600 Normalle coupe 414 E. campus
William. CV 7-8877.
1,er, New tires, low mileage. extras 1
,GIRL NEEDED: share house with 3
12675. 245.6069
S. 8th, 294-6718.
-1 ,on. $225 or bei others. 510
1
’56 FORD.
MALE STUDENTS: Furn. rooms, Kit Prix
; 1.4 2921
Bennet
, ties included. quiet free. 5 r. 7.
.
r.s r 3 .1.-S
56 CHEVY. t ;
5.15. Double $65 Triple $90. 294 ; ;2 x
nterior. Good 2060 ALAMEDA . . . Furnished Apart.
A
"
merit. All utilities paid. 11/2 bedrooms.
25: ’611
$85 per month.
’54 CHEVY, 2 Dr Yak, RH, $200. ES NEED: Male to share 2 bedroom apartment.$3250 588 S. 10th Apartment A.
62 HONDA 305 Hawk I 0,as 5500 511 MEN STUDENTS: Clean rooms, good
Ex-ellent con. food. Kitchen prin. 295.5305. Close in.
.th V8 Stick, 2 Li,
Jr, fined’ PRIVACY AND SPACIOUSNESS: Nea t
5450 ’41
4
5,
sure student to share beautiful bach
377
is or pad with two of some. $50 mo.
FOR SALE 01
7350 Wednesdat Friday after 6.
fourth
Desire
10% DISCOUNT for nil di:dents. Hour 3 MACE- ROOMMATES:
t,es Store, 163 S. 1st. Smart styles. 02.50 per month. Call 293-6332.

ROOM AND BOARD for 2 o.rls n
room for 2. Florence Hen. 132 S. 13th.,
292 2635.
2 ROOMMATES in upper
71.share 2 bedroom apartment. 616
295.6979, 535 month.
2 CONTRACTS for Wendy cesale. Discount. Room comfortab,.
excellent. Want to move to new Va,s;
Aparonents. 293-9750. Sandy rv1
APPROVED HOUSING-CONTRACT
FOR SALE. Urgent. 297.3239. Torn.
1 BEDROOM apartment with sirche.
2 men. Approved. 645 S. Sixth St.
MEN’S APPROVED Contract for sate.1
Spartan Rental Apartment. 529 S
Apartment 2 Pat
WAN-TED: Male to share unapt..
-’ close to SJS: studious weer
ar,.-,,c1 times ..enien-is. Pnasonable.
,

PERSONALS (7)
SUPERFLUOUS HAIR REMOVED. Bx
Electrolysis, Nantelle R. E. 2,0 0. 11:
294.4499
SERVICES III
AUTO INSURANCE for all. Ph. 248-2420.
Chet Bailey Insurance, 385 S. Monroe.
TV RENTALS
$10 month
Phone 292-3467
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE
Day or night. 258.4335.
FAST. ACCURATE TYPING; letters, reports ronvots. etc. Reason. Cl 1 549,,
EXPERIENCED TUTOR: ’
Pltys ’al Science. I. le
Cell 295-1905.
EXPERIENCED. Native FRENCH T.
er. Private/groups. CV 4-8381. F
able.
EXPERT TYPING. Stevens Creek
Je ema. 252 7355

Majoring in the classics? Get lean, lithe Post -Grads itt
65% DACRON* and 35% cotton. Solid -citizen pocket,. i 1
regular belt loops make your old school try authentic...
Other favorite fabrics $4.95 to $10.95. And get neN
tapered h.i.s shirts $3.95 to $6.95. At stores flying
L.

know the answers...iiINS post-grad slacks
h.i.s. headquarters
ART MARTINEZ MEN’S WEAR
290 S. FIRST

FREE PARKING
."..O0=0:0202/40"

Complete Line of h.i.s. Sportswear
BERG’S MEN’S WEAR
52 S. IJt St,

6 Months to PrIY

TRANSPORTATION 14)
WANTED: Rids Riders. Wesonv lie Sent’,
area. PA 2-0802, Ruby.
SHARE DRIVING. San Mateo to SJS.
Your car 1 week-mine next. 349.1557.
RIDE WANTED: to and from Mountain
View. Classes 9:30-4:30 Tuesday Than
day and Friday. Linda. 967 0485.
To piece
Call
Ad
Send
No

an ad:
at Spartan Deily
Office, .1207, 1:30.410
in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check
phone orditra

headquarters
for
H.I.S.
for
men, boys
SAN JOSE, SUNNYVALE
end star get S&Il
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Today’s Weather

Saturday Co-Rec
refire still be open in both
aumen’a gyms front
12 MI ta 4:511 tA ...... rises. Students and (avant, are hotted.
AstS car& or homily privilege
iitribt alit be needed far admire

Valley: Fair toSanta tiara
fog,
do %situ rant morning

siate

111011
1,

%Inds, 7-15 m.p.h.
and northwest
ilklay, preafternoons. Warmer
low 56. Yraiterdicted high 75,
58.
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Dodgers Do It Again!
The Bums In Four?
DAVE NI WHOUSE
Sports Editor
Those Dodger boosters who felt
’he ,leady pitching and runaway
111. the National League
:11111,
:1,114,1,4, all decide the 1963
era-, probably have arm
therm main te.st loan patting
ii the back.
Wednesda y, Los Angeles’
-.winters" ran over the New
lark Yankees for the wa’ortd
Johnny
RN
eanseentive day,
Padres, atilt relief help from
gua perranoski, stopped the
Yanks 4-1. More titan 66,000
gathered at Yankee Stadium to
watch the honwtowners’ dernitic.
Befit’ New York and pitcher
Al Downing could catch their
breaths. the Dodgers had a 2-0
first inning lead.
Mama’ Wills bounced a single
sir f add. Downing picked
inb
hint IF tu,t, but Joe Pepitone’s
throw to 11..nd was off target
and the fleet Wills was still alive.
Rs

Jim Gilliam lined a ,ingle to
right, Wills holding at third.
Willie Davis then (Matto:lined
a shot towards tight field that
Roger Marts, moving into position,
slipped and fell tryila! 1.,
eal’h
the ball. Davis hail a double and
the Dodgers two rims.
Rill Skowron, continuing to
plague his former teammate.,
hit a line drive down the right
field line, that dipped into tfm
lower stands for a home run in
the fourth.
Willie Davis second double and
Tommy Davis’ second triple of
the game gave Walt Alston’s men
their final run In the eighth.
Podres needed ninth -inning assistance from Perranoski to record
his fourth series victory. Johnny
had a five-hitter entering the last
inning, when he was greeted by
Hector
Lopez’ double. Alst.tn
called for Perranoski.

ai.ike,

chancellor

,:lfornia
colleges has
..iicated that Ile A ill aid in obtaining the ;obi :.nal
teachers
tweessary to meet the unexpected
upsurge in 5.15 enrollment.
Presiiient Wattlquist
received
word foon Dr. Diunke that he has
recommended to the State Divilan of Finance that funds be
made available to provide six new
tr,!i:I,ers in addition tin
employed for the
loa for the 1963 is based on a
nt enrollment of
Dtimke has
io the Finance Di ;M. figure be raised
mcrease of 190 stu,111 lea Ily enrolled
actual "head ...latent as of Oct. 1.
.; alarm :1,8116 are tak-

-’-

less and 15,595
than six units.

!

motraae in enroll- ,
limn 2,000 over the
of 17,357. In re- I

ounial increase has
100

Speaks

cks

:r WO

GAMES FOR THE WEEKEND OF OCT. 4-5
ir.c.JEL: Circle the expected winner and indicate
SJS

Utah State

USC

Michigan

UCLA

, Pdy
:e z

Impartment Dec. 1, Pres. John T.
Vahlfillist
Dr.
Wayne
’

announced.

Holmstrom

replaces

Kartchner,

the

Dr.

current

acting head of the Physics

By STEVE A60,TA
Words of praise for the -advances made by the Castro regime in Cuba flowed freely from
the lips of three Americans who
visited the Communist island this
summer. The trio spoke yesterday
in TH55.

De-

partment anti head of the Geology
mpartment
Between 1959-1961, Dr. Holmstrom taught in the physical sciences on a part -lime basis. While
in the San Jose area he also
worked as a staff physicist at
IBM research laboratories.

Replaces ’Hitch’
In Friday Flick

John Thomas, Don Rainrnan and
Steve Driggs (a student at SJS),
were among the 52 American students who paid a visit to Castro’s
Cuba in defiance of a State Department ruling.
Claiming not to be experts on
Cuba, the group emphasized that
their views are those of tourists
who spent two months on the
island.

WHAT’S CUBA LIKE?SJS student and Cuban visitor Steve Driggs relates his views of the
Communist island to an assembled group yes-

terday in TH55. Looking on are Don Rainman,
center, and John Thomas, the other participants
in the three-man panel discussion on Cuba.

World Wire

Campus Parking
Is Restricted
Until After 5

WEEKLY FLYING FOOTBALL
CONTEST

Michigan

People Said
To Be ’Happy
And Warm’

Student groups IA ishing
hear Peace Corps Director It.
Sargent Shriser or IMP Of his
team speak to them may phone
"The Brothers Karamozov," will
Don Ryan, assistant to the dean
Pt’ 4 /NOMIZEK BO(JEI) DOWN IN Horst;
’be shown tonight at the Friday
of students, EX. 2593. Thor Pe114.1.
WASIIIN,;P rN I UPI I House members, alternately booing and
Gone. team still he here Oet. , Flicks in place of the previously cheering, authorized for themselves a new round of trips, investigaannounced "North by Northwest,"
11-19.
tions and official expenses Wednesday at a total cost of about $1.2
which will he shown later in the million.
semester,
The boos were for Rep. H. R. Gross 01 -Iowa I, the well-known
Karamozov," , economizer, who spoke against several of the items in the package
Brothers
’The
came when Gross’ request for
which stars Yul Brynner and Ma - of "housekeeping" bills. The cheers
a roll call vote on one of the measures failed.
pia Schell, Ls concerned with sin
83RD I’. S. SOLDIER KILLED IN VIET NAM
and salvation, and greed and de-1
SAIGON, South Viet New (UPI; A United States Army- Sprmitil
/wavily. This filmization of one
Forces captain was killed early yesterday in an ambush laid by
of the greatest Russian noyeLs exCommunist Viet Cone guerrillas along a road near the Cambodian
, Campus parkine lots One (nest amines the relationship among border about RI miles north of Saigon.
rot-lir:Abe father tool his four
;111,1 a
011
to Administratilnl,.
An American military spokesman said that e !it Valhalla-,
HTwelve (Men’s PE alai Natural ..ons ono illegitimate and three army men, imitating one officer, also were killed \Hi.i
mate At the center of the iles were unknown.
Science) are restricted to th.p:e
isinflict is the love of both the
SJS employees who frequently
RUSSIANS IN THE OLD GROOVERI.sli
cars in the course of their daily father and eldest son for the
NEW YORK lliPI, Secretary of State !son Risk has foul,
same mistress.
activities.
cordial approach to East-West negotiation These vehicles are identified by
To be shown at 7 and 9:30 p.m. that despite its more
green parking permits.
in TI135. the flint will be accom- the Soviet Union has not changed its stand en the lattentially exThe lots will now be open for panied by a cartoon. Admission plosive Berlin and German issues, U.S. afficials said yesterday.
Rusk, in the (.1,111’Se of a long discussion Wednesday night with
employees with yellow parking
’;5 cents.
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Grianyko, found the Kremlin still
permits after 5 p.m. every day, anstanding firm on its demand for eventind liquidation of the Allied
nounced Francis V MeMahon, adposition in Red-encircled West. Berlin. the sources tia id.
ministrative assist:H:t

the probable score).

NG

Cuban ’Advances’ Praised

a for-

Yid Brynner

SpaztatiSt,etiiii
ind
95.
rso-

I a. Fred E. Holmstrom,

Castro Visitors

’mer San Jose State College faculty member, will return to the
(sinew. as head of the Physics

A native of Salt Lake City,
Utah, he worked as a staff research specialist for RocketDyne
and Asti as a part-time instructor
Elston Howard singled off at San Fernando Valley State
Perranoski to drive h
Lie College.
pez. The Dodger fireman then
Dr. Holmstrom has also worked
got Joe Pepitone to hit into a for the U. S. Missile Test Center
forceout and Clete Royer struck at Pt. Mugu, Calif., and the Naval
out, ending the game.
lorilnance Test Station at China
The series moves to Los Angeles Lake, Calif.
tomorrow; Don Drysdale (19-17)
of the Dodgers will oppose New
York’s Jim Houton (21-7).

Chancellor
To Obtain New
SJS Teachers Shriver
lir Glenn S

Former Prof
To Head
Physics Dept.

No. 12

State

Navy
Stanford

Washington

Iowa

Wash. State

Arizona U.

be in the boxes in the Spartan
13,,,,ki,tore and Spartan Daily office by Friday noon

,4II entries must

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE
C.otint
feculte and student body, wile the
41^ to all members of *a
members ef Mt. Sparten Dolly editorial and adrerthinq staffs. Winz
4 1,114 round.trip
San F
Alum.,
Southwest
ticket on Pacific
be the Wednesd ay
.:1:1v.:1:1vvatil Jena. Winner sill be notified

American Grad
Students Offered
800 Fulbrights
\lore

than

1400

Fulbright

oliolarships are available to qualified American graduate students
for the 1964-65 academic year.
SJS students can win.

All II

.!!.ing

parade entries

must be reel:tiered by Monday at
5

p.m.

in

the

Activities

Office.

Adm242.

omple of freedom
s;as ’eh ,
il1
aN stated that
p.ople are always talking against
the
and
many go
around a .
.reorts antund their
necks, -’u .f\ tag their opposition
to Cast:,
Nothing ever happens
to them
Thomas said.
Emphasizing Castro’s aid
in
advancing Cuba’s society, Driggs
said: "People are moving from
tin shacks to nice homes, and you
think
they
care
about
free
speech?" He added that he felt
free speech is, however, present

Moat chairmen from the various living centers will meet at 7
p.m. Wednesday at the Sigma Nu
Meuse to discuss float themes and
rules.
Ileginning on Thursilay, float in"Nrrhiu)ts.that everything
is wonthemes may be turned in at the rierfal there." Driggs
added. "hut
At lilt jeS
advances are
important
being
made by the government. There
humans down there, and I
i..1" /Ile WOUldn’t participate in
any kind of an invasion on them,"
said Driggs.
Turning to the topic of elections, Thomas indicated there is
miveii
ruing
nil need for them.
11 I.!’ NI.
"When Castro spoke to some
K. Strasser, prulessor if indusmillion people assembled in
trial arts, announced today.
I.a Plaza de Revolucion, why was
S.1S students wanting instruc- hi. not assassinated then, if the
tion on a no credit, no cost basis majority are against him?" Thomare asked to attend the orientation as asked. "This is ma of their
meeting Tuesday, Oct. 8, at 3:30; loyalty; it is a vote for Castlat,"
p in. in 1A225.
he added.
The nine-week session involves
Thomas. a Negro, stated that
IWO hours of instruction per week most everyone in Cuba belongs to
iirt-anged to fit the st talent’s sched- the militia and is armed. "Invite
ule
Kennedy to go south (United
I nti Tested students %oho can’t at. Statesi and arm every black pertend the mertine
up in son down there and see how long
he lasts." Thomas challenged.
1.1110 before (1.’’
Thomas stated that Castro has
. . radically reversed racial
discrimination since the revolu-

Driver Training
Course Initiated

Israeli Consul
Speaks Monday

To be eligible, a student must
he a U.S. citizen, have a bachelor’s
degree or its equivalent in professional training, he able to speak
the language, and be in good
health.

tion"
Ra.inman, a graduate of the
University of California at Berkeley. stated that the mast imI
portant restriction in the adok
vancement of Cuban development
111 , ii, ,
is the petty bureaucrats. He add’Isn’ar’l’, Pasiton In the Middle ed that these bureaucrats refuse
’
East" is the ?epic A dismission to reeognize their own shortcomrlfri,1(1 will
ings
: and place the blame elsethe talk.
iguy, neo
onsul
- 1 r) Francisco will
; mt. 7, at 12:30
1
Floonis A and B.

Over 51 countries participate in
these awards, ranging from South
America to Iceland, and from England to Africa.
Interested students should get
their applications from the Dean
of Students office, ADMIN.

The

Deadline for application is Oct.
15.

Pi ;el; 5.. .Mews OrganizaReferring to the U. S. travel ban
eing the event,
..imbers
and to Cuba, Rainman said: "The ban
hampers people frism seeing what
Cuba has dime. From our view’u.
the travel ban is a fundamental
violation ot our baste rights: we
didn’t break the lure and we feel
righteous in what we did
.11I I Wg11111 //1111 /11:1I
for a
The trio also elatmed that CasHies, club will be held Tiiesday. tro was a liaison between the
;(1 tint, in the Student Union Communist party co mmittee,
which runs the government, and
The chill will also arrange in- the people, and not R one-man
tercollegiate and intramural tour- dictator.
naments
The group was minus one memInterested persons are asked to ber. Anatole Anton, who was
. call Wayne Fieluts. CH 8-2361, scheduled to participate In the
lany time after 2 p.m.
panel.

Chess Club To Hold
Meeting Tuesday

Flying Football
Deadline Noon
Noon today is the deadline fin;
entries in this week’s Spartan
1)aily Flying Football contest.
Entries may he dropped in boxes
in the Spartan Daily office, J208,
or the Spartan Bookstore.
First prize is a round-trip plane
ticket to Los Angeles, courtesy of
Pacific Southwest Airlines,

Float Entries
For Homecoming
Due byMonday

Driggs kicked off the panel talk
saying that Cuba is not as austere
or harsh as one might think. "The
people are happy and warm; they
are free to speak against the government as long as they don’t
act against it." he said.
Driggs added that though there
is freedom of speech, few exer-

TOO MANY BOOKS?With three weeks of instruction gone,
students today can end the struggle with books, exams and
homework assignments. Mike Mendelson and Joyce Blum, sophomores, express the typical "drop attitude." Today is the last
day to drop a class!

14--MP5RT5N

111.1(

Thursday, set. 3, IOW

Tabby Proves To Be a Wild
Grad Student s Pet Still Growing zYett(ir eelhic:nekje:ule
It,

II 41,5

4.1 11:4IIT

when discovered in an abandoned
CC(’ camp is no ordinary cat.
Hui( I taw a tin,Idy tat,- hut Ti, call her so would be a gross
en Sylvester would think twice misnomer, to which any alley cat
betore toying %%ith Jim Berkland’s %%mid readily testify.
.,,t.
In fact, Cee Cee is a bobcat and
g1/1 her name has all other domesticated animals
i

scared to death simply because
of natural reaction.
Really though, this bobcat is
tame and takes up with people,
as its owner and master, Jim
Berkland, quickly learned.
CAT HAS FHIF:NDS

NICE KITTY-Jim Berkland, SJS graduate geology student, is
cuddled by his pet bobcat, Cee Cee. Jim brings the tame cat
to school ,;th him and several students have made friends with
the 14e.tble Cee

Law and Accounting
Discussed at Rtis’l
the see..!,1 r -’1 funet
Et.i
hr
(war!. :mom
..0 p.m
,.1
The funeti,in
in tine NI:iin Cafeterci.
-.I speaker i. S. Stephen
loal
c
C.P.A. and ImNyer.
Ernie Pantals. president of .11pha Sigma, ironies all interested
Accounting majors to attend.
day at

411 .11/11:1

!nternational

Center Invites
:=oreign Students
The International Students Center,

under

the

Mrs.

Betty

Brill,

has

new

pro-

for

the

year

and

4rams

ready

new

directors,

weasimes new and returning forr-1:411 students.
Every Friday at 8 p.m. the center. 285 S. Market St., opens for
full evening of films, folk sing-

Paseball in Cafe

dancing or group discussions

:mil refreshments. American students as well as foreign students
..khile are invited, said Mrs. Brill.
-The center tries to be a bridge
Ymikees I
between the community and the
ill lent s ’tom abroad." said Mrs.
Brill. -We would like to be of help
in if forei’iial st:ali:nts ever have
probl,:

T.
t
a
1i -toning ’

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines
One time

2
3
4
5

One time
50c a line

Three times
254 a line

Five times
200 a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
e ach addtl lin,

For display advertising rates, call CT 4-6414, Ext. 2081,
from 1.20 to 4:20. Monday through Friday.

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION:
A nnnnn cements (11

Help Wanted (4)

7] Personals I71

Automotive (21

Hauting

7-] Services (SI

For Sextet])

Lost and Found (6:-’ Transportation (91

Print your ad here:

fear Cee Cee. "She takes to people and accepts pats on the head,"
he reports. "Cee Cee will even
let children play with her," Jim
states. "Of course, we keep a
close eye on her when children are
around."

As far as discipline goes, Cee
Many San Jose State students Cee understands what "nu"
means,
have made friends with Cee Cee Berklan(t says, but she
has a
when Jim lets it out of his car mind of her own.
usually seen along Fifth Street.
SULKING CAT
Jim, a graduate geology student
at SJS, ran across Cee Cee when
After being swatted on her nose
the bobcat was only a few, ten- several times--to keep her from
der weeks old early last May. At taking bacon off the breakfast
the time, Jim was working with table Cee Cee just sulked in the
the U. S. Geological Survey team corner.
in Oregon.
However, Jim said, "She was
WhenJim and his bosses heard
right hack the next day, but this
a small growl they began searchtime with a different approach.
ing, hand by hand, through rubble
She had her head under the table,
in the deserted CC.0 camp.
while her paw was sliding toward
After a few more growls and
the meat on the table."
hisses, the little cub was extricatOne other problem Jim had was
ed carefully from an entanglement
the time Cee Cee decided to "play
iif wire and concrete.
games."
BOTTLE-FED KITTEN
As Jim relates, "I was driving
along Bayshore Highway, and
Not having any fears of man,
Cee Cee soon was taking milk Cee Cee put her paws over my
eyes and hit my ear!"
from a plastic squeeze bottle, and
Besides being playful, the bobJim was playing nursemaid to a
-wild" animal he since has be- cat is sensitive. When Jim returns after being away for any
come attached to.
length of time, he is met by Cee
But after he stayed up mast
Cee’s tender purr. (She has three
of the night with the little rascal,
stages of sounds--purr, soft growl
Jim desided to "rush her weanand a loud growl.)
ing process." He has fed her on
Then the cat rolls around his
a diet of bread soaked in milk.
ground round and a ration of isints legs --especially when Jim
cheese. Yet, you can be sure, the has been in contact with tarweed,
kitten "knew what to do" when which is apparently like catnip
to Cee Cee.
Jim first showed her a mouse.
011CH!

TABBY HALF-GROWN

When Jim returned home to
Menlo Park, he had his biggest
problem after he gave Cee Cee a
hunk of raw beef. The exotic odor
excited the cat and she tore the
meat from Jim’s hand, leaving
about 30 scratches in his arm.
This has been the only time Cee
Cee has reverted to her wild instincLs.
Speaking of instincts, Jim says,
"Our tabby cat Ls afraid of Cee
Cee. It covers its eyes and cringes
on the floor when Cee Cee enters
the room," the bearded Berkland
says. "But Cee Cee ignores the
cat!"
Actually, there is no reason to

Jim expects to keep the cat
even after it’s full-grown. It now
weighs approximately 13 poundsnearly half its expected size.
What does Jim hope to do with
her? He is seriously thinking
about mating it with a domesticated cat. He would try another
hobcat, but it is rather difficult
to coax one down to the city for
such purposes, he declares.
His only other choice at present
Is a Siamese cat which, of all doImesticated cats, seems least afraid
, of Cee Cee.
In this case, Sylvester had better
stick to tamer playmates--namely
!poor, little Tweety Pie,

Starting Date
Foch:nod

Run Ad For 2/1/4/5 Days (Circle One)
Chcit

No.

Name _
Address _
City

Rhone

Two Day Long
County Festival
Will Honor UN

The fifth annual United Nations
by
sponsored
jointly
Festival,
Santa Clara County and the "Committee of Mayors" will he held
Oct. 26 and 27 at the County Fairgrounds.
"Getting to Know You Through
International Relations" will be
the topic of this year’s festival
which for the first time will last
for two days: 1 to 11 p.m. on Oct.
26 and Ito 7 p.m. on Oct. 27.
A highlight of the event is a
"gabfest" between foreign and local students scheduled at 11 a.m.
through 1 p.m., Oct. 26.
Also slated for Saturday is a
dance open to the public from
9 through 11 p.m. The event is a
climax to Santa Clara County’s
Nations
celebration of United
Week.

Immunizations
Set for Fridays;
Oct. 4 to Dec. 13
smaillios,
for
Immunizations
tytetanus,
diphtheria -tetanus,
phoid, polio, and influenza are
now available every Friday, 1 to
4 p.m., at 1IB114.
The scheduled dates are Oct.
4, 11, 18, 25, Nov. 1, 8, 15, 22,
Dec. 6, 13. (No smallpox immunization will be given on Nov.
22.1
If those Fridays are inconvenient Mrs. Helen Smith, head
nurse, advises students to go to
the Santa Clara County Health
Department and San Jose Health
Department.
The Santa Clara County Health
Department offers polio immunization the first Wednesday of
every month, 3-5 p.m. San Jose
Health Department offers it on
the first and third Wednesday of
levery month, 9-10:30 a.m. These
are by appointment only.

San Jose State students are eli
gible for the Califiirnia
Scholarship Commission scl
iii

I lie

1964-65

’These scholarships vary
$300 to $1500 according 1,,
student’s need and the With’’, at
the college he attends.
The applicant must he a California resident, under 24, and shovi
financial need.
Students
interested
in
scholarship must take the Seli,,lastic Aptitude Test on Nov. 2. ac
Assistant to mtiring locksmith cording to lhin Ryan, assisitar:t
to
to learn locksmithing and mainte- the Dean of St orients.
nance of V41111’11111(.111. IA19114 not
Applications are available it, Ills
necessary.
Dean of Students office, ,NDNIs:.,
are
restudents
Interested
quested to contact D. A. Kauffman, business and industrial placement director. ADM234.

Vocational Guidance
Talk Slated Tonight
’nip second in a series iif

Fellowship Awards
Available to Grads
slum ans.::,1 is
A $1,210
available for graduate studeut :rod
faculty members of college recruitment and placement, announced
Dr. E. W. Clements, placement director.
The Vera Christie Graduate Fellowship, sponsored annually by the
Western College Placement Association, is to encourage research
in the philosophy. standards, lira Bees, and ohhectives uI wen n:
ment and placement.

Itional guidance talks ts scheduled
t,might at 7 in Hoover Hall.
’.orman Heals, manager of San
Francisco branch of the California
State Personnel Board, will
cuss state Civil Service career opportunities.
-Anyone interested is most welcome," said Jill Voorhees, presi:
dent of Boover flail.
The series of talks is sponsored
by the Placement Office and In. for -I/40111 Council.

partagm e

obtain
E. W.
TODAY:
award
(’hi Alpha, 3:30 p.m., CHIN
holding
Women’s Tumbling, 4:30 Inn,
WG10.
The final date for applications
Warnen’ts
competitive Swim1- !tee. 2.
ming, 9:30 p.m., Women’s Gyin
pool.
Foreign Students
Alpha Eta Sigma, honor’:,’,
counting society, 7:30 orn
Asked to Luncheon
Cafeteria.
The League of Women Voters
HMO. 8 p.m., 79 S. Fifth Sr
has invited SJS foreign students
ImIrearial Relations unit
to a smorgastsTI luncheon In 114.1 Management Club,
p
Town and Country Shopping Cen- Mooldei flail formal lounge
her today.
TASC, 3:30 p.m., TI155.
Interested students are requestBaptist Student Union,
Ni to corns’ to Internatamal Stu_ p.m., College Chapel.
denLs Center, 285 S. Market, lmy
12:13 p.m., said Mrs. Betty Brill, TOMORROW:
’,fa(’tor of the center. Rides will
ituunian Club, 7 p.rn..
ia
ovided.
Itoonis A and 11.
Anyone interested may
full information from Dr.
Clements, ADM2:14, the
has no restrictions on
other employment.

ANNOUNCEMENTS (1

, 10% DISCOUNT for all students. Ma
demoiselle Dress Shoo. 149 S. Ist

ROARING 20’s banjo lessons by Dave
tAarty. Phone 3794646 for information. T.V., 21" CONSOLE works fine, $45.
Two to -ax speakers 15-, mahogany
SENIORS . . . Maio appointments at encl. $45 each. B-flat wood clarinet, $60
CH 34127,
E. 1 for La Torre pictures.
1961 G.E. portable T.V. 14- screen with
GIRL’S 26" 3 Speed English bike wanted
stand. $55. 297-7099.
mmedietely 1$15-20) CY 5-8809.
TOWER PORTABLE Tape Recorder. Like
HAVE SPACE FOR dinner guests Mon.
new. EL 4-8671 after 7 p.m.
Fri. CV 3-2675. 56.00/week.
1 YEAR OLD VESPA GS. Excellent. SacSTORE AND OFFICE for lease across
rifice. $300. Stan. 294.4310 aft. 9:30 p.m.
e .e on S. 10th. Reasonable rent.
m Barrow, agent. CV 7.9344. ALTO RECORDER, Dolmetsch plastic.
$7. CV 3-6722 eves 7-10.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
19" ZENITH TV with stand. Only $85.
2445 Rinconade No. 25. After 6 p.m.
63 CORVA1R SPYDER, Silver, R.H.
1963 ENGLISH ’IKE - 3 speed. $oul
.
CV 7.3658,
Wayne (ester, Room 24 Jessup Hall,
29 PLYMOUTH, 4 door sedan, Excel!. Sae J. se Bib’e C, I e je. 297 9968.
196-0187.
St
Wet suit
FOR SALE:
ec Bfie Lrive Saratoga.
63 HONDA HAWK 305 cc. $525. 961- lecke.
,
, ’her 5 p.m.
_
HELP WANTED 141
’57 MGA roadster. P -H, wire wills. $775/
Supervision and maintenance.
ICE
RINK:
best offer. 292-5363. Weekdays after S.
Outdoor skating club in Palo Alto. Upper
12 to18 hours weekly to fit
men,
rebuilt
en
d.vision
53 MG-TD, good condition
extras. $650. 293-9877 your schedule. $1.60 per hour. No skatre. ff
ing experience required. DA 4-3212, 3
Lou.
to 5 p.m.
59 VESPA 125 -. $140. 259.0661. 280
CAB DRIVERS WANTED: Married men
Is sid
over 25. Men under 25 wth ertellent
MOTORCYCLE, ’54 H-D sportster. 750 driving record will be considered. Apply
- clean, good cond. Mike. 292-5243. 615 Bird Ave. Between 9:00 a m. and 12
55 CHEVY, stick 6, good condition, new noon Weekdays.
mileage. $495. Call Mike 266
HOUSING 15)
59 AUSTIN HEALEY 100.6, new tire..
L perfect. $1295. 292-6314.

2 GIRLS NEED ROOMMATE: (21). 625
7,9 Apt. I. 29/ 2011. Pat.

in
in
hi
It
at

1

of
Tm

111F

fad
th:
fal
64
fill
14,,

2
ROOM AND BOARD
55,2
for 2. Florence Ha
292.2635.
.
2 ROOMMATES in upper a.
‘I,
616
apartment.
bed,corn
share 2
295.6979. $35 month.
2 CONTRACTS for Wendy G
sale. Discount. Room comfortabt f
tocellent. Want to move to new VI:, f,
Aperimen1S 293.9750. Sandy 1,A r
CONTRACT
APPROVE] -HOUSING
FOR SALE. Urgent. 297-3239. Torn.
I BEDROOM apartment with kitchen for
2 men. Approved 645 S. Sixth St.
MEN’S APPROVED Contract for sale.
Spartan Rental Apartment. 529 S. IC, ,
Apartment 2 Pat
WANTED: Male 40 shafe
apartment ri,se to 5..15
days good tares weeks- 5,
292.7651. Why
room

ink
ire

me
146
,en
ss.

PERSONALS 17/

Majoring in the classics? Get lean, lithe Post-Grads m
65% DACRON* and 35% cotton. Solid -citizen pockets and
regular belt loops make yourold school try authentic...S6 95:
Other favorite fabrics $4.95 to $10.95. And get new tor’.) tapered h.i.s shirts $3.95 to $6.95. At stores flying
L.

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR REMOVED.
Electrolysis. Nente1.0 R. E. 210 0. firs!.
294-4499.
SERVICES (11)
AUTO INSURANCE for all. Ph. 248-2420
Chet Bailey Insurance, 385 S. Monroe.
TV RENTALS
$10 month
Phone 292-3457

know the answers...HLS post-grad slacks
h.i.s. headquarters

EXPERT TYPING SERVICE
Day or night. 258.4335.
FAST, ACCURATE TYPING; letters, re
ports. mnscpts, etc. Reason, CI_ P 549,
EXPERIENCED TUTOR: ’
Physics. Physical Science, Er
Call 295 1905.
EXPERIENCED. Native FRENCH T.
er. Private/groups. CV 4.8381. Re
able.
EXPERT TYPING, Stevens Creek
252.7355
toga Aver,

61 CARAVELLE. Excellent cond., low fr UNAPPROVED 2 bdrm, apartments for
hdtp. $1495, 297-5175 298-6308. rent. Monthly rates from $120. Near
SJSC campus and downtown. Inquire
’60 PORSCHE 1600 Normalle coupe. 414 E. William. CV 2.8822.
imr. New tires. low mileage. extras
GIRL NEEDED: share house with 3
17675. 245.6069.
others. 510 S. 8th, 294-6718,
TRANSPORTATION 191
’56 FORD. Good cond;ticm. $225 or best
MALE STUDENTS: Furn. rooms, Kit Priv.. WANTED: Rd., P:dahs, Watsonville -Santa
iier Bennet Fi-k, 7’04 2927
--included, quiet area. 5 minutes
2-0802, Ruby.
’rani. to SJS. Double $65. Triple $90. 294 3329 Cruz area. PA
,-.
Ur CHEVY. 8
DRIVING. San Mateo to
Apart. SHARE
Furnished
.
.
.
AUIsMEDA
2060
.enor. Good
svspensitn. A:
,
Your car 1 week -mine nest. 349.1’,’
men). All utilities paid. 11/2 bedrooms
r..1 753 9021.
RIDE WANTED: to and from Mo.,
585 per month.
View. Classes 9:30.4:30 Tuesday 1’
-a P 51 VA/. ES
54 CHEVY. 2 Dr.
NEED: Male to share 2 bedroom apart. day and Friday. Linde. 967 049I,
mem. $32.50. 588 S. 10th Apartment A.
Hawk I iffes $500. 58 MEN STUDENTS: Clean rooms, good
’62 HONDA
VP
f 7 Door. Excellent con - food. Kitchen priv. 295-5305. Close in.
$45r, at’ r.hevy pickup. Needs
PRIVACY AND SPACIOUSNESS: Neal,
, $65 C. r 4 .,14e Days,
mature student to share beautiful bath
sror pad w,th two of same. $50 mo. 377POE SALE (3)
7350 Wednesday -Friday after 6.
10% DISCOUNT fi.,r all students. Hour 3 MALE ROOMMATES: Desite fourth
Shoe Store, 163 5, 1st. Smart styles. $32.50 per month. Call 293-6332.

A

ne

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

Pernov.

_
(Count 33 Letters and :pout for Each Line)

Lookiny, for a job? The Piave- in business pi olden), and aptitude
it, the sides
al Presentite,
required.
situation. No ca -di
Mechanical enPlant in;
of students. Practical photo and gineer with machine shop experidarkroom
experience
required. ence. Must Ire free days. Job con$500 a month (full-time).
sists of coordinating 20 employees
Partner in new business venture. in shop.
Accounting graduate with interest
Quality controlman to make
production tests. Degree not necessary but course-s8ork in chemistry,
physics, and math desirable. $110
a week 111:30 pm -730

45

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!
To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send if with a check or
cosh to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
Jose State Coi!c.T.:, Son Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two duys prior to publication.

Cal Residents
Eligible for State
Scholarships

Variety of Jobs Available
Cat; At SJS Placement Office

To place en fad:
Call
at Spartan Daily
Ad Office. J207, 1:30-4:30
Send in handy order blank
- Enclose cash or check
No phone orders

ART MARTINEZ MEN’S WEAR
290 S. FIRST

FREE PARKING
..0000:404COZ000000300:0"

Complete Line of h.i.s. Sportswear

1

BERG’S MEN’S WEAR
52 S. 1st St.

6 Months to PO

wed’

..xCe’

headquarters
for
H.I.S.
for
men, boys
SAN JOSE, SUNNYVALE
ami

ger Mal Green Stamps

-wee.

Fe
1.0 "Ii.
1-1111111
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0 the
ion at

ii fr.
htAvitig,
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Sehot.
2. tie.
ant la
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ghf

;111
itornia
[II ,11
t v

111-..1141
lel 1 11-

111;1
11 pm,
’-UI ira.

Today’s Weather

Saturday Co-Rec

sant.’ Clara Valley: Fair toearly niornIng fog,
daj sit
11Hk, 7-15 m.p.h.
arid atirtlilk Ph( V1,
afternoons. Warner today, pre
541. Vesterdieted high 75, low
day’s high 441. 73, lov 58.

0-Ifief. will be open in LIMA
r1111.11’14 and wumen’s Kb-DIN ft
12:30 to 4:30 tomorrovs. Students and faculty are insIted.
ASK cards or faculty privilege
ribsca14111 be 11.1,111ed for admission.

,4111-39
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Dodgers Do It Again! Former Prof
To Head
The Bums In Four? , Physics Dept.

By DAVE NEWHOUsE
Sports Editor
Those Dodger booders who felt
the steady pitching and runaway
haw ;allies of the National League
rhautanais vould decide the 1963
Worla :Miles, probably have arm
Oran flow I rem patting them.
4.1% e, on the back.
W1111111114 d 111 y, Los Angeles’
Nodule’s" ran over the New
tort Yankees for the seeond
conseentise day, as Johnny
?mires. vith relief help from
Ron Ferrante:kJ, stopped the
Yanks 4-1. More than 66,000
gathered at Vankee Stadium to
witch the hometowneng demise.
letore NI‘W York and pitcher
Al Downing could catch their
breaths, the Dodgers had a 2-0
first inning lead.
Maury Wills bounced a single
into center field. Downing picked
him all lirst, but Joe Pepitone’s
throw 1,, second was off target
and the fleet Wills was still alive.

Jim Gilliam lined a singh
right, Wills holding at third.
Willie Davis then clotheslitiea
a shot towards right field that
Roger Mario, moving into positinn,
slipped and fell hying to catch
the ball. Davis had a double and
the Dodgers two riots
Bill Skowron, emithming to
p1111010 hiti former teammates,
tilt a line drive 1111W11 the right
field line, that dliqwd Into the
lower stands for a borne run In
the fourth.
Willie Davis’ second double and
Tommy Davis’ second triple of
the game gave Walt Alston’s men
their final run in the eighth.
Padres needed ninth -inning assistance from Perranoski to record
his fourth series victory. Johnny
had a five-hitter entering the last
inning, when he was greeted by
Hector Lopez
double. Alst,,n
called for Perranoski.
Elston Howard singled off
Perranoski to drive h
Lopez. The Dodger fireman then
got Joe [tendon.. to hit Into a
foreeout and Clete buyer struck
out ending the game.
The series moves to Los Angeles
tomorrow; Don Drysdale ’II of the Dodgers will oppose New
York’s Jim Bouton 121-71.

Chancellor
To Obtain New
SJS Teachers Shriver Speaks
iifoteria

Dr. Glenn S. Diimke, chancellor
of California State Colleges has
indicated that he will aid in obtaining the additional teachers
necessary to ifleet the unexpected
upsurge in STS enrollment.
President Wahlqiiist received
word from Ie. Iganke that he has
recommended to the State Division of Finance that funds be
made available to providesi new
faculty r
in additix
on to
thog!
;.
ttiiployed for the
fi,:i tt ;;
for the 19631; I
sear is based on a
ii, dent enrollment of
;1
Dumke has
I to the Finance Di.,; thia, ilus figure be raised
,.1 Oraj.th increase of 190 5ththeoretically enrolled
The actual "head, orollment as of (lct. 1,
,t vhom 3,886 are tak’. or less and 15,595
;I, than six units.
increase in enroll. than 2.000 over the
t of 17,357. In remittal increase has

. , get

GAMES FOR THE WEEKEND OF OCT. 4-5
Circle the expected winner and indicate
the probable score).

Michigan
UCLA
Pay

Washington

cee

Wash. State

Cuban ’Advances’ Praised
People Said
To Be ’Happy
And Warm’

Fred
Iliilrustmm, a former San Jose State College faculty member, will return to the
college as head of the Physics
Department Dec. I, Pres. John T.
WahlqUist announced.
Dr. Tiolmstrom replaces Dr.
Wayne Kartchner, the current
acting head of the Physics Department and head of the Geology
Department.
Between 1959-1961, Dr. Holmstrom taught in the physical sciences on a part-time basis. While
in the San Jose area he also
vgarked as a staff physicist at
IBM research laboratories.
A native of Salt Lake City,
Utah, he worked as a staff re’ search specialist for RocketDyne
and also as a part-time instructor
at San Fernando Valley State
( ’ollege.
I D r. Ifolmstrom has aLso worked
for
U. S. Missile Test Center
It Pt. Mugu, Calif., and the Naval
;Ordnance Test Station at China
Lake, Calif.

Yul Brynner
Replaces ’Hitch’
In Friday Flick

WHAT’S CUBA LIKE?SJS student and Cuban visitor Steve Driggs relates his views of the
Communist island to an assembled group yes -

terday in TH55. Looking on are Don Rainman,
center, and John Thomas, the other participants
in the three-man panel discussion on Cuba.

World Wire

Campus Parking
Is Restricted
until After 5

WEEKLY FLYING FOOTBALL
CONTEST

USC

Castro Visitors

;student groups wishing to
hear Peace Corps Dirt,for R.
Sargent Shriver or
of his
team siwak to them may phone : "The Brothers Karamozov," will
Don Ryan, assistant to the dean
EC( I )IIZER BOOED DOW 7’S IN HOUSE
shown tonight at the Friday
of students, Ex. 2593. The Peace
WASITIN, :Tr ,N I UPI I -House members. alternately boom.;
Corps team will he here Oct. Flicks in place of the previously cheering, authorized for themselves a new round of trips, investigaannounced "North by Northwest,"
11-19.
tions and ot racial expenses Wednesday at a total cost of about $1.2
which will he shown later in the million.
semester.
The bons were for Rep. H. R. Gross Ift-Priva I, the well-known
"The
Brothers
Karamozov," economizer, who spoke against several of the items in the package
which stars Yill Brynner and Ma- of "housekeeping" bills. The cheers came when Gross’ request for
a roll call vote on one of the measures failed.
ra Schell, is concerned with sin
831(1) U. S. SOLDIER KILLED IN VIET NAM
and salvation, and greed and deSAIGON. South Viet Nam I UPI I A United States Army Special
pravity. ’rhis filmization of one
U
was killed early yesterday in an ambush laid by
of the greatest Russian novels ex- Forces captain
Communist Viet Cong mterrilbis along a road near the Cambodian
amines
the relationship among border about 85 miles north of Saigon.
Campus parking lots One (nest
to AtIngnistrat inn,. Eleven and a profligate father and his four
An American military spokesman said that PI
Twelve INTen’s l’E and Natutal sons one illegititnale and three army men including one office,
VIP? L.,
r alo were
Science) are restricted to those ; legitimate. At the center of the ties were unknown.
SJS employees who frequently use conflict is the love of both the
RUSSIANS IN THE OLD GROOVERUSK
cars in the course of their daily lather and eldest son for the
NEW YORK (UPI, Secretary of State Dean Rusk has bine’
activities.
same mistress.
These vehicles are identified by
To be shown at 7 and 9:30 p.m. that despite its more cordial approach to East-West negotial.,.,
green parking permits.
in T1155. the film will be accom- the Soviet Union has not changed its stand on the imtentially exThe lots will now be open for [sanity! by a cartoon Admission plosive Berlin and German issues, U.S. officials said yesterday.
;
Rusk, in the course of a long discussion Wednesday night with
employees with yellow parking is :15 cents.
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko. found the Kremlin still
permits after 5 p.m. every day, anstanding firm on its demand for eventual liquidation of the Allied
nounced Francis V. McMahon, wlposition in Red-encirded West Berlin, the sources said.
ministrative assistant

Spa2tan2)ailti

SJS

No. 12

vs.

Utah State

VS.

Michigan State

VS.

Navy

vs.

Stanford

vs.

lows

vs.

Arizona U.

All entries must be in the boxes in the Spartan
Bccliitore and Spartan Daily office by Friday noon
NAME _
ADDRESS
RHONE
saaa,a to all members of ti. SJS faculty and student body, with the
_Mrbers e
Spartain Daily editeriel and eslyerfisinq staffs.SanWinner
Franticket on Pacific South west Airlin es betweenWednesday
rnd.hiP
Ond
l
o.s ’A"
" (mod until
ow, .4,,h
,Tp.alns
June. Winner will b notified by the
-

American Grad
Students Offered
800 Fulbrights

More
th;III
800
Fulbright
scholarships are available to qualified American graduate students
for the 1964-65 academic year.
SJS students can win.
To he eligible, a student must
he a U.S. citizen, have a bachelor’s
degree or its equivalent in professional training, he able to speak
the language, and be in good
health.
Over 51 countries participate in
these awards, ranging from South
America to Iceland, and from England to Africa.
should
Interested students
nte
g
their appliratios from the Dean
of Students, office, ADM’269.
Deadline for application is Oct.
15.

gn example of freedom
.reeett Thomas stated that.
"-tie are always talking against
revoltit ion and many go
, Ind with chains around their
ks, signifjing their opposition
All Ilomeeegarade entries !t; castm. "Nothing ever happens
niter be re,.
.s Monday at to them,- Thomas said.
Emphasizing Cast ro’s aid in
5 p.m. in the Aetisities Office,
advancing Cuba’s society. Driggs
Adm242.
said: "People are moving from
Float chairmen from the vari- tin shacks
to nice homes, and you
oos Ming centers will meet at 7
think
they care ats,ut
free
turn. Wednesday at the Sigma Nu speech?" He added that
he felt
hotise I thseuss float themes and free
speech is. however, present
rub,.
in Cuba.
Beginning on Thursday, float
"Not that everything is wonthemes maj
t;irratil in at the derful there."
Driggs added. "but
V’1. If
imprt
oant advances are being
made by the government. There
are humans down there, and I
for one wouldn’t participate in
iny kind of an invasion on them."
said Driggs.
Turning to the topic of elselions. Thomas indicated there is
Nine wteeks of driver training
no need for them.
instruction begins Oct. 14. Dr. M.
"When Castro spoke to some
K. Strasser, professor of Indus- .0
million people assembled in
trial arts, announced today.
I.a Plaza de Revolucion, why was
SJS students wanting instru c- he not assassinated then, if the
tion on a no credit, no cost basis majority are against him?" Thomare asked to attend the orientation as asked "This is proof of their
meeting Tuesday. Oct. 8, at 3:30 ;loyalty; it is a vote for Castro."
flu, in
added,
nine-weekiA-.’2S.he
P
session involves
Thomas, a NPV,1’11, stated that
’two horns: of instruction per week most everyone in Cuba belong!: to
arranged to fit the student’s ached- the militia and is armed. "Invite
Kennedy to go south ’United
Interested stufents who can’t at- States, and arm every black pertend the metitiri
sign up in son down there and see how long
s
het ionl its." Thomas challenged.
IA110 helot.,
Thomas statedthat Castro has
. . radically reversed racial
discrimination since the revolu-

Driver Training
r
ourse Initiated

Israeli Consul
Speaks Monday

Flying Football
Deadline Noon
Noon today is the deadline far
entries in this week’s Spartan
Daily Flying Football contest.
Entries may be dropped in boxes
in the Spartan Daily office, J208,
or the Spartan Bookstore.
First prize is a round-trip plane
ticket to Los Angeles, courtesy of
Pacific Southwest Airlines,

Float Entries
For Homecoming
, Due by Monday

TOO MANY BOOKS?With three weeks of instruction gone,
students today can end the struggle with books, exams and
homework assignments. Mike Mendelson and Joyce Blum, sophomores, express the typical -drop attitude.- Today is the last
day to drop a class!

By STEVE AGOSTA
Words of
fnr the "advances made’. by the Castro regime in Cuba flowed freely from
the lips of three Americans who
visited the Communist island this
summer. The trio spoke yesterday
in TH55.
John Thomas, Don Rainman and
Steve Driggs
student at SJS1,
were among the 52 American students who paid a visit to Castro’s
Cuba in defiance of a State Department ruling.
Claiming not to be experts on
Cuba, the group emphasized that
their views are those of tourists
who spent two months on the
island.
Driggs kicked off the panel talk
saying that Cuba is not as austere
or harsh as one might think. "The
people are happy and warm; they
are free to speak against the government as long as they don’t
act against it." he said.
Driggs added that though there
is frisslom of speech. few exer-

Rainman. a graduate of the
University of California at Berkeley. stated that the most important restriction in the advancement of Cuban development
is the petty taireatierats. He added that these bureaucrats refuse
to reeognize their own shortcomainhgosreand place the Herne else-

Mr. Glilerrn
new C’onsul
of Israel in g
Francisco, will
speak NlontLi
, tot. 7. at 12 ::to
pm in Cart,’
1;ttonts A and It
"Israrrs
It In the Middle
East" is thg
gig A discussion
period will le,
the talk.
The Israeli Students Organization IlSo, sponsoring the event, sReferring to the U. S. travel ban
Ill ites all faculty members and to Cuba, Rainman said. ’"rhe ban
hampers. people from seeing what
interestfsl stoilents to atend.
Cuba has done. From our views.
the tras el ban is a fundamental
Chess Club To Hold
violation of ottr basic rights; we
didn’t break the law, anti we feel
Meeting Tuesday
rightism% in what we did . . ."
At,
for a
The trio also claimed that Cas..loss club
he held Ti iesday. tr." was a liaison between the
II p.m., in the Strident Union Communist.
party rem m it.t ee,
;,,age.
whieh runs the government, and
The club will also arrange in- the people, and not a one-man
tereollegiate and intramural tour- dictator.
naments.
The group was minus one mem
Interested persons are asked to her. Anatole Anton, who was
call 1 ,’Sn’,.,,,ytie F ielilsi
2
t’11 8-2361, scheduled to participate in the
any
after
panel.
p.m.

